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This paper studies the regularity of solutions of general, mixed, second-order, 
time-dependent, hyperbolic problems of Neumann type. In a previous paper 
[I. Lasiecka and R. Triggiani, Ann. Mat. Pura Appl. (IV) CLVII (1990), 28.5-3671 
using pseudo-differential calculus, we have provided sharp regularity results of the 
solutions and their traces, when the non-homogeneous data are in L,. Now, we 
complement this study by providing a regularity when the non-homogeneous data 
are more regular than, as well as less regular than, L,. In contrast with our 
previous paper, a functional analytic approach based on the &-results of our 
previous paper is used throughout. d” 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Introduction, Problem Formulation, Preliminaries 
Let Sz be an open bounded domain of R”, n 2 2, with smooth boundary 
f. Let A((, 8) be a (time-independent) partial differential operator of order 
two in a with smooth real coefficients, 
45, a)= i a,(t) a* -+ i bj(S)$+c,(Ot 
d5iSt;j 1-1 
(1.0) 
i,j=l J 
and with principal part uniformly strongly elliptic in Sz, 
, i, aiJ(SI)9i9J>c i a,‘, ai,Eaji, C>O. 
. . j= 1 
In this paper, we consider the following mixed problem for a second-order 
hyperbolic equation in the unknown I!( t, {) with 8y/Sv conormal derivative 
rl(ll= -A((, 2) 1, +.f in (0, T] x Sz = Q; (l.la) 
J’ I,=o=?‘o; ,‘I Ir=O=?*L in 52; (l.lb) 
in (0, T]xr=Z, (l.lc) 
with forcing term g acting through the Neumann (or likewise, Robin) 
boundary conditions, and forcing term f acting in the interior. The present 
paper emphasizes the regularity of y, J Iz. (trace) due to the boundary term 
g, as well as the regularity of y jZ due to f, or the initial data. 
This paper is a successor to our earlier article CL-T.31 (whose main 
regularity results have been announced in CLas.2, Tr.2, L-T.63). In 
[L-T.31, using pseudo-differential techniques, we have obtained sharp 
regularity results for y, J Ir due to ge L,(Z), as well as sharp regularity 
results for y Ir due to f~ &(Q), w h ere Q is an arbitrary, smooth bounded 
domain of R”, or else the half-space. In the case of special geometries 
(where n is a sphere. a parallelepiped, . ..) sharp regularity results, using 
direct eigenfunction expansions, were previously obtained in [L-T.l, 
L-T.23. All these results-which are reviewed in Section 2-represent a 
marked improvement over previous literature [L-M.l, M.23. The sharp- 
ness of these results was documented through examples [L-T.3, L-T.41. 
Optimal regularity results for the Laplacian -A([, i3) = A over a half- 
space, when g E 0 and when the data {f, JJ~, y, ) have compact support 
away from the boundary, were established in [Sy.l] by means of geometric 
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optics techniques, and re-proved in [ L-T.41 by Laplace-Fourier transform 
followed by a direct estimate of an integral kernel. 
The aim of this paper is to provide a general regularity theory of (1.1) 
which encompasses both the case where the data f, g are smoother than 
Lz(Q), L,(Z), respectively, as well as the case where J& g are less smooth 
than L?(Q), L?(Z). In passing, we shall improve results for y, ~1~ from 
L,(O, T; .) to C( [0, T]; .). Our starting point (Theorem 2.0) is a collection 
of sharp regularity results from CL-T.31 (as well as from [ L-T.l, L-T.21 
for special geometries). As mentioned before, the approach in CL-T.31 is 
based on pseudo-differential calculus. By contrast, here, starting from the 
results in Theorem 2.0, we make use systematically of a functional analytic/ 
operator theoretic approach which was introduced in [Tr.l, L-T.11 (this 
approach was exploited, for regularity purposes, also in the case of second- 
order hyperbolic mixed problems with Dirichlet non-homogeneous bound- 
ary conditions [L-T.2; L-L-T.l, Sect. 31; and moreover, this approach has 
been extensively used by the authors for a variety of other problems: 
optimal control problems for the second-order hyperbolic equations 
[L-TS], etc.). In this approach, the original hyperbolic mixed problem is 
replaced by explicit “input(f, g) + solution J; J Iz . ..“-formulas. of the 
“variation of constants” type: see (1.3)( 1.6), etc., below. When based on 
the preliminary results with data {f, g} in L, of Theorem 2.0 (obtained, as 
we said, by pseudo-differential techniques), and when combined with 
Sobolev space theory as in CL-M.11 and fractional powers of differential 
operators, these explicit operator formulas are shown here to provide effec- 
tive tools of investigation, which allow us to build up a regularity theory 
for data {A g} both smoother than, as well as less smooth than, Lz; thus 
encompassing a wide spectrum of function spaces. Through rather com- 
prehensive, our regularity study is not meant to be exhaustive of all 
Sobolev (or other) classes of data {L g, yO, J*, }. However, the techniques 
which we employ here can be adapted to cover other classes not explicitly 
mentioned here. Operator techniques based on cosine/sine operators (semi- 
groups) will be used throughout. 
We return to problem (1.1) and introduce throughout the operator A, 
Ah = A((, ?)h, hE9(A)= heH’(i2):$ 
1 I I 
=o . 
’ I- (1.2) 
The homogeneous problem with f = 0 and g = 0 is uniformly well-posed in 
L,(Q). Equivalently [F.l], the operator -A is the generator of a S.C. 
(strongly continuous) cosine operator C(t) on L,(Q), t E R, with 
s(t) = sb C(r) dr. The self-adjoint principal part of --A((, 8) generates a 
S.C. self-adjoint cosine operator on L,(Q), while the lower-order part of 
-A((, 8) is a perturbation which preserves generation of a S.C. cosine 
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family [F.2; T-W.l, Prop. 4.11. Similarly, -A * generates a S.C. cosine 
operator on L,(Q), given precisely by C*(t); see [N.2] for the general case. 
For the general background on cosine operators, we refer to the above 
reference plus [So.l], and bibliography cited therein. Of this theory, we 
shall recall below only those results that will be frequently needed in this 
paper. (In the important self-adjoint case, the standard self-adjoint calculus 
then applies to express C(r), .S(t), etc.) Without loss of generality for the 
regularity problems here considered, we may assume that the nul space of 
A is trivial: L 1 ‘(‘4) = (0). for replacement of the original A with a suitable 
translation (A + k’l) does not change the regularity over [0, T], T< ‘cc. 
Thus, we take the fractional powers of A to be well defined on L,(Q) 
(recall that -A, afirriori, is the generator of a s.c., analytic semigroup on 
L,(Q) for Re t > 0). 
The solution of ( 1.1) is given by [Tr.l, L-T.11, 
S(t)x=J’ C(S)XdT, s E L,(Q) (sine operator); (1.4) 
0 
iKf)(f)=j; S(f-r).f(r)dT (see (5.1)); (1.5) 
(Lg)(Q=J; AS(r-s)Ng(r)ds (see (2.2a)), (1.6) 
in appropriate topologies based on L,(Q) to be described below. In (1.6), 
N denotes the Neumann map, i.e., the continuous map: &(I-) + If3’2(Q) 
[L-M. 1, Vol. I; N.11, which solves the corresponding elliptic problem 
(modulo an additive constant if -I’(A) # {0}), and is defined as follows. If 
A*(A)= (0) (as assumed w.l.o.g.), we set 
h=Nuo -A(& d)h=O in R; 
dh 
-=u in I-. 
dv (1.7) 
Note that NU $9?( -A) always holds unless u = 0. However, the following 
results-to be invoked repeatedly in the sequel-hold true: 
range of N=NL2(T)cH3’2(52)CH3.:2-2p(R), O<p<$; (1.8a) 
N: continuous H”(T) --, ~)il+“(Q), 0 real; (1.8b) 
~~~:z--zP(Q) E 9tL43:4-0) _ 91(~*3 4- P), o<p<a, (1.9) 
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the identification being set theoretical and topological [G.l; Lio.1; F.4; 
L-M.l; L-M.2; Las.1, Appendix B], with 
ll-4lH3~~uyQ), II~3’4~P~k(Q,~ II *3’4~PIILz(Q) equivalent norms (1.10) 
A*3i4-PN and A3i4-pN: continuous operators L,(T) + L,(Q); 
(l.lla) 
N*A3:‘-P 7 N*A*3:4-p: continuous operator L?(Q) + L,(T). 
(1.1 lb) 
Finally, we recall for future use that, as it follows from Green’s first 
theorem [L-T.l, Lemma 4.11, 
N*A*y = 1’ 1 r= (Dirichlet) trace of y on I-. (1.12) 
In closing this section, we recall that the cosine operator C(r) is even on 
L,(Q), C(0) = Z; thus S(t) is odd, t E R. Moreover, 
d2C( t)x 
~ = -AC( t)x, 
dt2 
XE%‘(A), 
and 
dC( t)x 
-= -AS(t)x, 
dt 
XEQ?(A”‘). (1.13a) 
Also [F.l], 
C(t), A”‘S(t): continuous L,(Q) -+ C( [0, r]; L,(Q)); (1.13b) 
IIA”2S(t)ll, < Mae”, tER. (1.13c) 
If 1’ > 0, we have 
ll4r(/v, = IIA’4l ~,(a,; llxll c~Y(/,Y)I~ = IIA* -y41 Lo, (1.14) 
where [9(A’)]‘, y > 0 denotes the dual space of 9( AY) with respect o the 
L,(Q))-topology. 
1.2. Statement of Main Results 
While we refer to Sections 2 through 8 for a full account of our results, 
as well as for their proofs, we select here a sample of significantly orien- 
tative situations that we have studied, leaving off some intermediate cases 
(to be obtained by interpolation). In all the statements below, it is always 
understood-via the closed graph theorem-that the operators L, dL/dt, 
d2L/dt2, K, dK/dt, d2K/dt2, etc., are continuous between the indicated 
original spaces on which they act and the indicated range spaces, which 
contain their action. 
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Throughout this work, the parameters cx and /I assume only the following 
values for the following specified cases (see full explanation in 
Theorem 2.0), where E > 0 arbitrary. 
ct = 5 - E . for a general smooth, bounded domain Q and a 
P=i 1 . general operator A(<, 2) as in (1.0) [L-T.31; 
(1.15a) 
x = p = 5: for a sphere and the Laplacian - A(& 8) = A [L-T.11; 
(1.15b) 
‘B = /? = a-s: for a parallelepiped 52 and the Laplacian -A({, 8) 
= A [L-T.11. (1.15c) 
Sample of results for data smoother than L, 
THEOREM A (Regularity of L and of trace N*A * L = L .I -r). 
(1) Let gELZ(Z)=Ho(O, T; L,(f)). Then 
LgE C( [0, T]; H”(Q) = 5?(A”:2)) (see (2.11) of Thm. 2.1); 
dLg --pC([O, T]; HxP1(i-2)= [O(A”P”“2)]‘) (see (2.12) of Thm. 2.1); 
d’Lg 
-p L,(O, T; [G?(z4P*,‘)]‘) (see (2.8) of Thm. 2.0); 
and 
Lg I=E H2n-‘(Z) (see (2.9) of Thm. 2.0). 
(2) Let geH’(O, T;Lz(ZJ)nC([O, T]; H”P”2(T)), and g(O)=O. 
Then 
LgeC([O, T]; H’+‘(Q)) (see (3.6) of Thm. 3.1); 
dLg -j+CO) Tl; H”(Q)) 
d*Lg 
(see (3.9) of Thm. 3.1); 
-j+XO, Tl; H”-‘(Q)) (see (3.10) of Thm. 3.1). 
(3) Let gEH’(Z)=L2(0, T; H’(r))nH’(O, T; L,(T)), andg(O)=O. 
Then 
Lg Ire H2”(Z) (see (4.2) of Thm. 4.1). 
(4) Let g E H*(O, r; L,(r)) n C( [0, T]; H”+‘,‘(f)) n C’([O, T]; 
Ha- ‘l’(r)), and g(0) = 0, S(O) = 0. Then 
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LgE C([O, T]; H”+*(Q)) (see (3.28) of Thm. 3.2); 
dr~C(CO, Z-1; H”+‘(Q)) (see (3.30) of Thm. 3.2); 
d*Lg 
(see (3.32) of Thm. 3.2); 
(5) Let gE H’(Z)=L,(O, T; H2(r))n H*(O, T; L,(T)), and g(O)=O, 
g(O) = 0. Then 
Lg 12e H”+‘(Z) (see (4.20) of Thm. 4.2). 
THEOREM B (Regularity of L*, transposed problem (2.5)). 
(1) Let f E L,(Q). Then, with reference to the &problem (2.5): 
L*f =d I=E HP(Z) (see (2.10), Thm. 2.0). 
(2) Let f l H’(Q)= Lz(O, T; H’(a))n H’(0, T; L,(a)) and f(t)=O. 
Then 
L*f =cj 1,~ HP+‘(Z) (see (6.3), Thm. 6.1). 
(3) Let f E H’(Q)= L,(O, T; H’(SZ))n H*(O, Z L,(Q)) and f(t)= 
f(t) = 0. Then 
L*f =d I=E HB+‘(Z) (see (6.24), Thm. 6.2). 
The same results hold for problem (1.1) with g = 0; y0 = y, = 0, i.e., for the 
operator N*A*Kf = y II. 
THEOREM C (Regularity of N*A*S*(t), N*A*C*(t), or of traces I,$ Iz of 
initial value transposed problem (2.36)). 
(1) Let {$,, $,} E (G@(A*“*) = H’(Q)) x L,(R) be the initial data for 
problem (2.36). Then 
$ ILE H’(z) (see (7.1), (7.2); Thm. 7.1). 
(2) Let {$,, IC/,)E~(A*)X~(A*“~). Then 
ti I~EH’+‘V’) (see (7.11), (7.12); Thm. 7.2). 
(3) Let {$0,$,}~9(A*3!2)~9(A*). Then 
$ Ir~ff~+*W (see (7.16), (7.17); Thm. 7.3). 
The same results hold for problem ( 1.1) with f = 0, g = 0. 
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Sample of results for data less regular than L,. 
THEOREM D (Regularity of L). Let j < 8, < /I + f. Then 
ge [Ho’(E)]‘- LgEH”-‘l(Q), 
see (8.3) of Theorem 8.1: in particular, 
gE [H’(Z)]‘+ LgEHBP’(Q). 
THEOREM E (Regularity of L*). Let 0 < 8 d i. Then 
f E [Zf”+“(Q)]‘- L*f E [H’*“+““.“(Z)]‘, 
see (8.5) of Theorem 8.2; in particular, for tI = 1 - 01< i, 
f~[H’(Q)]‘-L*f~[H’*“~““~“‘.‘~‘(~)]’cHa-’(~). 
THEOREM F (Regularity of N*A*S*(t), N*A*C*(t), or of traces II/ It. of 
transposed problem (2.36)). With reference to problem (2.36) we have 
{$,, Ic/‘} + II/ It: continuous L,(g) x [H’(Q)]’ + H’-‘(Z), 
see (8.9) of Theorem 8.3. A similar result holds for the y-problem (1.1) with 
f=g=O. 
THEOREM G (Regularity of N*A*L = L . I=). We haoe 
gE [H’(Z)]‘+ N*A*Lg= Lg I=E [Y,(Z)]‘, 
where 
Y,(Z) = {he H*“-“‘(Z); h(0) =O}, 
see Theorem 8.4. 
1.3. Literature 
As we have already said, our starting point in the present paper is 
Theorem 2.0 of Section 2, where we collect the sharp regularity results of 
CL-T.31 in the general case (as well as those of [L-T.1, L-T.21 in the case 
of special geometries), which refer to the data f E L,(Q) and gE L,(C). 
The following examples of comparison with existing literature were 
already pointed out in [L-T.31: 
(i) the trace regularity result, 
{~o=yl =O,f EL,(Q), g=O} +Y I~.EH@(C), (1.16) 
of Theorem 2.0, Eq. (2.10), represents, in the general case /I = 3, an 
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improvement of “&” (i + & = $ = b) in the space regularity of the trace y 1 z 
over the known result y Iz E L,(O, r; H”*(r)) (and even a larger improve- 
ment in the case of special geometries); 
(ii) the interior regularity result 
{.ro=~,=O,f=O, gEh(C)) -.YEH’L(Q) (1.17) 
of Theorem 2.0, Eq. (2.6) represents, in the general case, c( = f-s, VE > 0, 
an improvement of “&=J - E” (i + & - E = i - E = c() in the space regularity of 
y over the known result y E L,(O, R H”*(Q)) in [L-M, Vol. II, p. 1201 
(and YE C([O, r]; H’.‘2pE(Q)) in [L-M, Vol. II, p. 1201): these latter 
results of the literature would not allow us to answer the question as 
to whether the trace .r lz corresponding to (1.17) would satisfy 
y Ire L,(O, T; L?(r)). On this point, our result of Theorem 2.0, Eq. (2.9), 
says that, in fact, .r Ir E H 2yP’(C) with 21x - 1 = $--E in the general case.’ 
Thus, a fortiori, one obtains that the map g + y lz: L*(Z) + itself is com- 
pact, a result which plays a crucial role in some optimal control problems 
related to the dynamics (l.l), see [L-T.81. We also recall that, as it is 
proved in CL-T.41 by means of an example in dim Sz = 2 involving the 
Laplacian in the half-space, under the assumption geL,(Z) as in (1.17), 
we have that ~4 H 3i4+E(Q), VE > 0; on the other hand, the regularity 
YEH 3;4--E( Q), VE > 0, holds true in the case of a parallelepiped Gi [L-T.11. 
The improvement in CL-T.31 of the regularity of the solution y in (1.1) 
due to L,-data f and/or g translates in this paper into corresponding 
improvements when these data have regularity higher than, or lower 
than, L2. 
EXAMPLE. Theorem 3.1 in [L-M.l, Vol. II, p. 1031 states that when 
f =O, yO=y,=O, then 
gE H’(O, T; H”‘*(O) n H3’*(0, T; L,(U) ~ ~ = Lg~ H2, 2cQ, 
g(O) = 0 
= L,(O, T; H’(A-2)) 
n H*(O, T; L2(Q))). 
(1.18) 
’ Two different (unpublished) proofs of the trace result 
j=r’,=y, =o, gEu~)+)‘II~-w3 
were given during an exchange of correspondence in May 1984: one by J. L. Lions using 
Laplace transform techniques, and one by the authors using interpolation. Both are non- 
optimal, as they were superseded by the results of [L-T.31. 
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On the other hand, our Corollary 3.5, part (i), Eqs. (3.82), (3.83), with 
Q= 1 -CI, gives that with .f=O, .rO =J’, =O, then 
gel!fp2(0, T; L,(T))nC([O, T]; H”‘(T)) 
0) = 0 
-y=LgEC([O, T]; H’(Q)), 
(1.19) 
where in the general case 2 - II= $ + E, while Corollary 3.5, part (iii), 
Eqs. (3.86), (3.87), with 8 = 1 - x gives 
gg H’-‘(0, T; L,(f)) d’Lg 
g(O) = 0 
=a J’,, = - drz E LAO, T; Lz(Q) 1, (1.20) 
a stronger conclusion than ( 1.18) under weaker hypotheses. 
Finally, Ref. CM.21 studies likewise the regularity problem of ( 1.1 ), 
indeed when the coefficients are also time-dependent, while our results in 
CL-T.31 and here refer to the time-independent case. Fourier/pseudo- 
differential operator techniques, in the style of [Sa.l 1, are used in [M.2]. 
The main result of [ M.21 shares with CL-M.11 the philosophy of an 
improvement of “$” in Sobolev regularity from g to Lg = y (when f = 0, 
J’~=J, =O), say [M.2]: 
geLz(O, T; H’,‘(r))+>,= LgeH’.‘(Q)nC([O, T]; H’(Q)). (1.21) 
On the other hand, our Corollary 3.4(i), Eqs. (3.59), (3.60), give that for 
f=O, J’~=J’, =O, then 
.1’= Lge C([O, T]; H’(Q)), 
gE NoL(O, T; L,(T)) -+ 
y,=?d([O, T]; H’-‘+o’(Q)), 
(1.22) 
where 
l-c! 
8, =- 
4 
5-a 
= 9 + E’, V.s’ > 0, in the general case 
> 
; 
M-l+t+$, in the general case, 
a result that trades the regularity in space of “t” in (1.21) for g, with the 
weaker regularity 8, < f in time of (1.22) for g. On the other hand, 
regularity in time and space are interchangeable as the proofs in CL-T.31 
show in the “crucial cone” of the dual variables. Thus, the regularity 
of Lg, dLg/dr in (1.22) with gEH”(O, r; L,(f)) holds true with 
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ge L,(O, T; H”(r)) as well, thereby obtaining a stronger result than (1.21) 
(at least in the time-independent case). 
For optimal regularity results of Eq. ( 1.1) subject to Dirichlet non- 
homogeneous terms, see [Sa.l] for data smoother than H ’ and, via a very 
different approach, [L-T-T] for general data. 
2. REGULARITY OF MIXED PROBLEM (1.1) WITH fELz(Q), gEL?(Z): 
THE OPERATORS L; N*A*L; L* 
2.1. Review of Sharp Regularit? Results when f E L2(Q), gE L?(Z); 
Theorem 2.0. 
To begin with, let y0 = J’, = 0; f = 0 in ( 1.1). The solution to problem 
(1.1) may be given by the representation formulas [Tr.l, L-T.11 (see (1.3)) 
b(t), Y,(t)) = { (LgNt), fy (t)}, (2.1) 
where the (linear) operators L and dL/dt are defined by 
(k)(t) = j; AS(t - T) Ng(s) dr (2.2a) 
(t)=i (Lg)(+A 1; C(t-Wg(r)ds (2.2b) 
to be interpreted, e.g., according to the following regularity results. As a 
preliminary analysis, we see from (1.8), (1.11) that we can write 
(Aki4-‘Lg)(t) = s,’ A’ ‘S(t - t) A3!4-ENg(s) dr E L&2), E > 0, (2.2c) 
and thus, by (1.13b) and the convolution theorem, we immediately obtain 
that 
L is continuous: L,(Z) + C( [0, T]; ZZ?(A”4-“)) 
= C( [0, T] H ‘;’ ~ ‘“(Sz)) (by (1.9)); 
dL 
dt is continuous: L,(Z) + C([O, T]; [9(A”4+“)]‘) 
= C( [0, T]; [H’i2+2”(~)]‘). 
These regularity results agree with those obtained in [L-M.l, Vol. II, 
pp. 119-1201. By contrast, the sharp regularity results reported below in 
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Theorem 2.0 require a much more refined analysis, based on pseudo- 
differential tools. 
In the sequel, we also need the operator L*, dual to L, defined by the 
duality pairings (Lu, ~1)~ = (u, L*v),, which is directly computed to be 
(L*u)(t)=N*A* [TS*(~-t)~(~)d~=N*A* j’ S*(f-~)~l(T)dr. (2.3 ) 
-I r 
Thus, by (1.12) we see from (2.3) that 
(L*tl)(t) = d(t) II-7 (2.4) 
where 
qh,,= -A*((,d)$h+o in (0, T] x R = Q; (2.5a) 
d(T, 5)=0; O,CT, {I=0 in !I2; (2Sb) 
a4 
z, 
=o in (0, r] x r= Z. (2.5c) 
In (2.5a), --A*(& 2) is the formal adjoint of A((, I!?), which together with 
zero Neumann B.C. realizes the adjoint operator A*. 
Remark 2.1. Any regularity result for L*, i.e., for the map u + 4 II in 
(2.5), translates into the same regularity result for the map .f - y Jr. in (1.1) 
when ~~~~~~ =0 and g=O. 
In our approach-which consists of replacing the original mixed 
problem ( 1.1) with its corresponding functional analytic version (2.1 )-the 
question of regularity of the map g+ {J, .Y,} translates into a question of 
regularity of the operators L, dL/dt, etc. (and, for related questions, of L*). 
Accordingly, we collect here-as a starting point of our analysis-new, 
sharp results of regularity which were obtained recently in [L-T.31. These 
results are expressed in terms of these operators. Throughout the paper, 0: 
denotes the (possibly fractional) time derivative. 
THEOREM 2.0 [L-T.3, L-T.1, L-T.71. With reference to (2.2) and the 
corresponding mhed problem ( 1. 1 ), the following results hold true, where u 
and fi are defined in ( 1.15). 
I. Let gE L,(Z): ~9” = y, = 0; f= 0. Then, with H”(Q) = 9(,4”‘), 
LgE H”(Q) = LAO, T; H'(Q)) n H"(0, T; L,(Q)); (2.6 
dLg p L,(O. T; H”+‘(Q)= [S&4”-“‘;‘)]‘); (2.7 
d’Lg 
dt:~ L,(O, T; [sZ’(A’~” ‘)I’,. (2.8 
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Moreover (trace regularity,) 
N*A*Lg= Lg Iz~H2’-‘(Z). (2.9) 
II. LetfEL*(Q); yO=y, =O; g=O. Then 
L*f E H”(C). (2.10) 
2.2. Improvement from L,(O, T; ‘) to C( [0, T]; .); Theorem 2.1 and Related 
Results: The Operators N*A*S*(t) and N*A*C*(t) 
In our next theorem, we shall improve the regularity in the time variable 
for Lg, dLg/dt, claimed by Theorem 2.0, from L,(O, Z .) to C( [O,T]; .), 
while preserving the regularity in the space variable. In doing so, we shall 
employ an approach, based on the model (2.1)-(2.2), first developed in 
CL-T.23 in the case of mixed problems with Lz(Z)-boundary controls 
acting in the Dirichlet B.C. (see also [ LPL-T.l, Sect. 31) and put in 
abstract setting in [L-T.71. Our proof reveals intermediate results 
which are crucially used in the sequel. For this reason, as well as for 
completeness, a sketch of the proof is presented here. 
THEOREM 2.1. With reference to the regularity results for L and dL/dt as 
expressed in (2.6), (2.7), we have, in fact, the following improvements in the 
time variable: 
L: continuous L?(Z) + C( [0, T]; H”(B)); 
dL 
x: continuous L?(Z) + C([O, T]; H-‘(Sz)). 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
The following corollary is then an immediate consequence of 
Theorem 2.1, via the duality pairing definition of L* (above (2.3)), as well 
as of the regularity (2.6) for L. 
COROLLARY 2.2. In the situation of Theorem 2.1, the following holds true 
for the operator L* defined by (2.3): 
L*: continuous L,(O, T; [H*(a)]‘) + L?(Z); (2.13) 
L*: continuous [H”(Q)]‘- L,(Z). (2.14) 
By interpolation, for 0 < 0 < 1, 
L*: continuous [L*(Q), [H’(Q)]‘]H= H-‘“(Q) + [H’(C), Lz(~)]H 
z ff” - e)p( z). (2.14,) 
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Proof of Theorem 2.1. It proceeds along five steps. These point out 
intermediate results which are relevant in their own right and which are 
invoked in later sections. 
Step 1. It follows from the assumption that the adjoint operator L* 
defined by (2.3) above is continuous as an operator L,(O, T; [H”(l2)]‘]) -+ 
L2(Z) [H-P, p. 891. Equivalently, since (see (1.9)) H”(Q) = g(A”2) for the 
values of c( in Theorem 2.0, we have that 
L, = A”:‘L: continuous L?(Z) + L,(Q), (2.15) 
and thus its adjoint in the sense (L,g, v),,,p,= (g, L~Jv),,,~,, gE L?(Z), 
zl E Lz( Q) satisfies 
L:: continuous L,(Q) + L,(Z). (2.16) 
Step 2. The following equivalence holds. 
THEOREM 2.3. The operator L ,* defined above in (2.15) is continuous 
L,(Q) -+ L?(Z) zf and only if both operators J,, and Jzl defined 6.1 
(J,,x)(t)= N*A*L+‘.2S*(t)s; (2.17) 
(J,,x)(t)= N*A*“Z+1’2C*(t).u, (2.18) 
are continuous L,(Q) + L2( Z). 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. Here and below we use the following known 
identities regarding (strongly continuous) cosine and sine operators 
[T-W.11: 
S(s+t)+S(s-t)=2S(s)C(t) (2.19 
S(s+ t)= S(s) c(t)+S(t) C(s) for all s, t E R (2.20 
C(t+s)-C(t-s)= -2AS(t)S(s). (2.21 
On!,, $ With L,* bounded operator L2(Q) + L,(Z) and XE L,(Q), 
we compute via (2.15), (2.3), (2.19), and (1.13a), 
s 
T 
L,*C*(.).x= L*A*“‘?C*(.)x= N*A*‘+““S*(r-t)C*(r).udt 
r 
= (i/2) J’ N*A*~,~ A*[S*(27-t)-S*(r)]xds 
f 
= (- l/4) N*A*1.2 C*(2T- t).u+ (l/4) N*A*“:‘C*(t)x 
(T-t) -- N*A*‘+a~2S*(t).y. 
2 
(2.22) 
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Since L,*C*(.)XE L,(Z) and the first and second terms on the right side 
of (2.22) are in C([O, r]; LJf)) (recall from (1.11) that N*II*~‘~~~ is 
bounded L*(Q) + &(f)), we deduce that (T-t) N*A*L+i(i2S*(t)~~ 
&(O, T; L,(T)) for any T> 0, and hence that 
N*A *‘+cl~2S*(r).~~L2(0, T; L,(T)), -y E J52P), 
as desired. Thus, the operator J,, in (2.17) takes all of L,(Q) into L,(Z). 
To prove that J,, is closed, we compute its adjoint for .Y E L2(Q), g E L1(C), 
i.e., 
(J,%.Y, g)= = (x, JT, g)n = AS(t) Ng(r) dr 
> 
; (2.23) 
R 
J,*,g= Aai2 ?” AS(t) Ng(t) dr. 
0 
(2.24) 
But Jf, is clearly densely defined (e.g., on Cl-functions g). Thus, J,, is 
closable [K.l, p. 1581 with domain all of L,(Q). By the closed graph 
theorem, J,, is bounded, as claimed. Thus Jr, in (2.24) is likewise bounded 
L,(Z) + L,(Q). As for JZorr we similarly compute from (2.15), (2.3) (2.21), 
and (1.13a) with XE L,(Q): 
L,*A*‘.‘2S*(.)x=L*A*1”+“~2S*(.).r 
I 
T 
=N*A*(l+‘l)i’ A*S*(r - t) s*(T)X dr 
f 
= -N*A*li2+=.:2 
s 
T (1/2)[C*(h-f)-C*(-t)]xdr 
I 
= (- l/4) N*A *(I +*“‘S*(2T- f)x 
+ (l/4) N*A*” +a)‘2S*(t).x 
+V’-0 - N*A*“+*“2C*(f)x. 
2 
(2.25) 
We then similarly conclude that J,, (maps all of L2(Q) into L*(Z), is 
closed, and hence) is bounded: L,(Q) + L,(Z), as claimed. Thus, J2*, is 
likewise bounded L,(L) + L,(Q): 
J;%g= Ami !‘,’ A”*C(t) Ng(t) dt. (2.26) 
If: Assume that the operators J,, and J,, in (2.17), (2.18) are 
bounded operators. For u E L,(Q), 
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IIL,*ull:= l,L’A’“‘VII:=JoT II(L*A*“~2L~)(t)ll:dr 
T T 
= 
J IIJ 
2 
N*A*‘+“2S*(T-t)U(T)dT dr 
0 r /I r 
T T 
<T 
II IIN*A *‘+~‘2~*(T-f)U(T)~(~dTdt 0 I 
(identity (2.20)) 
= T 
sj 
’ ’ IIN*A*l+“;2 [c*(t) s*(T) - s*(t) c*(T)] U(T) 2 dr ds. 
0 0 I/ r 
(2.27) 
But the boundedness of J,, and J,, imply 
’ 
ss 
= [IN*A*‘+W2 
-’ S*(t) c*(T) v(T)II;dt d.u< CT 
0 0 J 
IIc*(T) L’(T)II; dr 
0 
dc, s ’ 1lU(T,II:, dT; (2.28) 0 
’ 
I! 
’ (lN*A*‘+Z’2 
0 0 
c*(t) s*(T) u(T)II;dTd CT JOT IIs* U(T,ll:, ds 
<CT 5 ,r IlU(T) 4 (2.29) 
where CT denotes a generic constant depending on T. By means of (2.28) 
(2.29) we then obtain from (2.27) that )IL,*ulJ~<CT IIuIIh, as desired. 1 
Remark 2.2. Instead of sine/cosine operators and identities (2.19t 
(2.21), one could use-as in the abstract setting of [L-T.7]-that the 
operator 1 :A AI generates a SC. group on g(A”‘2) x [G@(A” P”‘:2)]‘. 
Step 3. We have noted in Step 2 that .I: in (2.24), (2.26) are 
bounded. Thus, after an innocuous change of variable t + T- t on the 
right of (2.17), (2.18) the above procedure leads to 
THEOREM 2.4. The operators 
s 
T 
A z/2 AS( T- t) Ng(t 
0 
A a!2 A”‘C(T- t) Ng(t 
505 94 I-9 
) dt (2.30 ) 
: contim4oz4s L,(C) + L,(Q). 
) dt (2.31 ) 
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Step 4. For L~EL,(O, T; L,(Q)) and gE L>(C), we compute as usual 
[L-T.2, L-L-T., Sect. 33, 
(A”“Lg)(O, a’),, dt T I= If s (g(r), N*A *'+x,"2S*(r-T) ~(f))~~(,-, dt dr 0 0 
T 
*' 
s 0 1 
Ii2 
< Il&)lit,,r, dT 
0 0 
I!2 
X 
I 
' IIN*A*l+W2 ~*WM~)ll:~,r~d~ (2.32) 
0 
f 
T 
G lkll L?(I) cT Ib(fh,(n,dr (2.33) 
0 
= cT llgli Lz(Tb ilull L,(O. T: L:(R)), (2.34) 
where in going from (2.32) to (2.33), we have used Theorem 2.3, Eq. (2.17). 
Then (2.34) shows the closed graph theorem that 
A”l’L: continuous L,(Z) + L,(O, T; L,(Q)), (2.35) 
and by a standard approximation argument based on taking g, smooth 
g, + g in L2(Z), we improve (2.35) to 
Aa12L: continuous L,(C) + C( [0, T]; L,(Q)), 
which is a restatement of (2.11). The argument in Step 4 may be easily 
adapted to dL/dt instead of L to yield (2.12) as well. Theorem 2.1 is 
proved. 1 
If we recall that N*A* is the (Dirichlet) trace operator in (1.12), we see 
then that Theorem 2.3 admits the following straightforward restatement, 
which we formalize as 
COROLLARY 2.5. Consider the homogeneous problem 
II/,,= -A*(& a)$ in Q; 
II/I,=o=tio; $lll=o=+I in Q; 
a* 0 - G 
av I 
in C, 
(2.36a) 
(2.36b) 
(2.36~) 
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whose sofution is $(t)=C*(t)$,+S*(t)$,. Then, b~l (1.12) and (1.9), 
bfh till-$ I-‘= N*A*C*(t) tiO + N*A*S*(t) $,: continuous g(A”-“‘;‘) 
x [9(AX’)]‘+ L&r); (2.37) 
B(A II--.‘~2)=~lLX(Q); [qA”:*)] = [H”(Q)]‘. (2.38) 
Moreover, the regularity (2.37) for the $-problem (2.36) is equivalent, 
via Theorem 2.3, to be regularity 
c + fj Iz: continuous L,(O, T; [H’(Q)]‘) + L?(Z) (2.39) 
for the &problem (2.5), where (2.39) is a restatement that L,* = L*A*“*: 
continuous L,(Q) + L,(Z). 
Remark 2.3. The above regularity result (2.37) is an independent race 
regularity result which is not obtainable from interior optimal regularity 
t)(t) E C( [0, T]; B(A” P”,l j), followed by standard trace theory. 
3. INTERIOR REGULARITY OF THE MIXED PROBLEM (1.1) WITH f=O AND 
J'~=.v,=O: THE OPERATOR L WITH DATUM g SMOOTHER THAN L*(Z) 
3.1. Main Results 
We begin by considering the case where g satisfies at least the condition 
gE H'(0, T; LJU). 
THEOREM 3.1. (i) Assume that 
ge H'(0, T; Lz(r)). 
Then, for all E > 0, 
LgEC([O, T]; H3’“p2E(SZ)=g(A3’4--E)) 
d-Q --•c([(), T]; ,‘.2-2&(,)=~(A”4~t:)) 
d*Lg 
-p C( [0, T]; [H’;*+“(,)]‘= [~(A‘.‘4+E)]‘). 
(ii) Assume that 
gEH’(O, T; Lz(r))nC([O, T]; H”-““(f-)); g(0) = 0. 
(3.1) 
(3.2 
(3.3 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
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Then 
LgEC([O, T]; H’+‘(Q)). (3.6) 
Also, if C is replaced b?, L, in (3.5), then C is replaced by L, in (3.6). 
(iii) Assume that 
gE H’(0, T; L,(f)); g(0) = 0. 
Then 
LgE C( [0, T]; H3’*(f2)) 
dLg yy~ C(CO, Tl; H’(Q)) 
d’Lg 
-pi C(CO, Tl; Ha-i(Q)). 
Remark 3.1. If one assumes 
geL,(O, T; HZ”-‘(I-)), H’(0, r; L,(T))= H*‘-‘,‘(C), 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
then [L-M.l; Thm. 3.1, m= 1, j=O, p. 191 g satisfies a fortiori the 
regularity condition in (3.5) (not the C.R. g(0) = 0); i.e., 
ge C( [0, T]; Hz-’ ‘(I-)). (3.12) 
Remark 3.2. The proof also shows that if we relax (3.5) to the condition 
g~H’(0, T L:(T))n LJO, T; H”-“(r))= Hi”p’2.‘(Z-) and g(O)=O, then 
we obtain a corresponding weaker conclusion that Lge L2(0, T; H’+‘(B)) 
rather than (3.6). 
Proof of Theorem 3.1; Regularity of Lg; Proof of (3.2). With 
gc H’(0, T, L,(T)), and thus go L,(Z) and g(O)E L,(T), we compute by 
integrating (2.2a) by parts in time (Section 1.1, Eq. (l.l3a)), 
(Lg)(t)=J; AS(t-r)Ng(r)dr=j; dC(;T-r) Ng(s)dr 
=@(t)-C(t)&#-( C(t-S)&j(r)dr. (3.13) 
Now, by elliptic theory at each t [L-M.l, p. 189, N.11, 
Ng(t)e H’(0, r; H3”(Q)), (3.14) 
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while by (1.8) (1.9), 
C(r) Ng(0) E C( [O, T-J; H3:2--yQ) = $2(,43+&)). (3.15) 
Moreover, since dlgldr E C([O, T]; H”-‘(Q) = [g(A”p”“2)]‘) by 
Theorem 2.0, Eq. (2.7) (0 < 1 - CI < $), we have by (2.2b) that 
5 
I 
c(t- 5) N&f(T) dr 
0 
=A-’ L$C([O, y-1; g(‘4(‘+“);2 )) c C( [0, Z-1; Ha+ ‘(I-2)). (3.16) 
Using that GI > i, we see that (3.14), (3.15) and (3.16) used in (3.13) yield 
(3.2). I 
Proof of (3.6). On the other hand, if (3.5) is assumed, then elliptic 
theory gives 
J@(t) E C( CO, Tl; Ha + ‘(Q)), (3.17) 
which combined with g(O)=0 and (3.16) in (3.13) yields (3.6). (The 
content of Remark 3.2 is likewise seen to hold true.) 1 
Regularity of dLg/dt. Differentiating (3.13) in t (or integrating (2.2b) by 
parts in t) yields by (1.13a), after a cancellation of the term NC(t), 
(1) = AS(t) MO) + (Lb+)(t). (3.18) 
Proof of (3.3) and (3.8). With ge H’(0, r; L,(T)) and thus 
g(0) E L,(r), we have by ( 1.11) ( 1.13), and, respectively, Theorem 2.0, 
Eq. (2.61, 
AS(t)Ng(O) = A 1/4+ES(t)A3!4-ENg(0)EC([0, T];H”2~‘“(52)=~(Al’4--)); 
(3.19) 
Lg E C( [0, 7’1; H”(Q)). (3.20) 
Then, since a > 4, using (3.19), (3.20) in (3.18) yields (3.3) and (3.9). 1 
Regularity of d2Lg/dt2; Proof of (3.4) and (3.10). Differentiating (3.18) 
in t yields by (l.l3a), 
dZLg 
-=K(t)Ng(O)+ 
dt2 
(3.21) 
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where by (l.ll)and (1.9) with g(O)EL,(T), and MEL, byTheorem2.0, 
Eq. (2.7), we have 
AC(t) Ng(0) = A1i4+& C(t) A3:J-&Ng(0)E C( [O, T]; [53(A”Jf”)]‘) (3.22) 
f+([O, T-j; H”-‘(Q)= [qA”-“‘:‘)]‘) (3.23) 
(O<(l-cc)/2<;). Since cr>i, we have $+~>(l-u)/2, and then (3.4) 
and (3.10) follow from (3.22), (3.23), via (3.21). i 
We next consider the case where g satisfies at least the condition 
gE H2(0, r; L,(f)). 
THEOREM 3.2. (i) 
rf ge HZ&4 r; L,(O) f-J C( co, Tl; H’(O) 
{ g(O) = 0, 
then LgE C( [O, T]; H5’2-2”(Q)). 
v 
{ 
gE H’(O, T; L,(T)) 
g(O)=@ 
1 
dLg 
(3.24) 
then 
-pC([O, T]; H3’2-2”(Q)=9(A3’4pE)) (3.25) 
d2Lg 
-p L2(0, T; H”‘-*‘(Q) = ,(A’44pE)). (3.26) 
(ii) Assume 
gEH2(0, T; L2(T))n C([O, T]; H’If”2(r)); 
Then 
g(0) = 0; g(0) = 0. 
(3.27 
LgEC([O, T]; H”+‘(O)). (3.28 
(iii) Assume the weaker condition (see Remark 3.5), 
ge HZ@, T; L,(O); geC([O, T]; HEp”*(Z-)); g(O)=O; i(O)=O. 
(3.29) 
Then 
dt~ C( [0, T]; Ha+ l(Q)). (3.30) 
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(iv) Assume 
Then 
ge H’tO, T; L,(O); g(0) = 0; g(0) = 0. (3.31) 
d2Lg 
-p L,(O, T; H”(Q) = g(‘(A”‘*)). (3.32) 
Remark 3.3. If one assumes 
ge L,(O, T, H'213)(2'+')(ZJ)n H'(O, r; L,(f)) E H(2’3)(za+ 1)~2(Z), (3.33 
then [L-M.l; Thm. 3.1 with m = 2, j = 0, p. 191 g satisfies a fortiori the 
regularity condition in (3.27); i.e., 
geH2(0, T; L*(f))nC([O, T]; H”+“‘*(f)), (3.34) 
Remark 3.4. If one assumes 
gELtO, r; H 2(2ap l’(f)) n H’(0, r; L?(f)) = HZf2’- ““(C), (3.35) 
then [L-M.l; Thm. 3.1 with m=2, j= 1, p. 193 g satisfies a fortiori the 
regularity condition in (3.29); i.e., 
SE C( [0, T]; H”-‘;‘(f)). (3.36) 
Remark 3.5. If g satisfies (3.27) and hence a fortiori ge L,(O, T; 
H”+“*(f)), ~EL,(O, r; L,(T)), then [L-M.l, Thm. 3.1, m=2, j= 1, 
p. 191, we have g E C( [0, T]; H’” + 1j2)114(f)), since H’” + Ii*) ‘i4( f) = 
CH a+“2(f), H”(Ol,w Then a fortiori, since (CI + i) a > CI - i, we obtain 
ge C( [0, T]; H”-‘!‘(f)), and thus g satisfies (3.29). 
Proof of Theorem 3.2; Regularity of Lg; Proof of (3.24) and (3.28). With 
gE H2(0, c L,(f)), and thus ge L?(Z) and ME L,(f), we integrate 
(3.13) by parts and get, since g(0) = 0, 
tLg)(r)=~g(t)-C(~g(O)+[S(t-r)Ng(r)]:~~-~~ S(t-T)Ng(t)dz 
=&T(r)-C(p&(O)-S(t) j@(O)-A-‘(Lk)(t). (3.37) 
By (1.8), (1.9), (1.13), and, respectively, Theorem 2.0, Eq. (2.6), we have 
S(t)Ng(O)EC([O, T]; Q(A5i4pE))~C([0, T]; H5’2-2E(SZ)) (3.38) 
A-‘LgeC([O, T]; S?(A’+“‘2)), (3.39) 
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since L.ge C( [0, r]; H”(Q) = &@(A” 2)). Moreover, 
i 
C([O, T]; Hs’2(Q)), 
Ng(f)E C([O, T]; H”+2(L?)), 
under g E C( [0, T]; H’(T)); (3.40) 
under gEC([O, r]; fPfL2(r)). (3.41) 
Then (3.38), (3.39), and (3.40), respectively (3.41), used in (3.37), establish 
(3.24), respectively (3.28), since Q( A ’ + “2) c ??( Asi4), or respectively, 
S?(A l+a:2)cH2+yQ). , 
Regularity of dLg/dt; Proof of (3.25) and (3.30). We differentiate in t 
(3.37) (or integrate (2.2b) by parts to get via (1.13a) 
(?)=Ng(f)+AS(f)Ng(O)-C(f)Ng(O)-A-’(y) (t). (3.42) 
By (1.8), (1.9), (1.13), respectively by Theorem 2.0, Eq. (2.7), we have with 
0 # ‘g(O) E L,(r), g E L,(JJ 
c(t)Ng(O)~C([0, T]; ~(A3’4~e)=H3’2~ZE(SZ)); (3.43) 
(f)~c(Co, U; g(A (m+‘);2))CC([0, T]; H*+‘(Q)), (3.44) 
since dL#/dtEC([O, T]; H”-‘(Q)= [g(A’Lpa1;2)]‘), O< 1 -a< t. More- 
over, 
H’(0, r; H3’2(f2)), under gg H’(0, T; L?(r)); (3.45) 
C([O, T]; H”+‘(Q)), under 2~ C([O, T]; H”-“‘(f)). (3.46) 
Then (3.43), (3.44), and (3.45) (resp. (3.46)), used in (3.42) with g(0) =0 
(resp. also g(O) =0) establish (3.25) (resp. (3.30)), since c( > i in the first 
case. 1 
Regularity of d2Lg/dt’; Proof of (3.26) and (3.32). We differentiate 
(3.42) in t to get 
By ( 1.9), ( 1.11) with 0 # g(O) E L,(T), and respectively by Theorem 2.0, 
Eq. (2.8), we have since go L2(0, T; L,(f)), 
AS(~)N~(O)EC([O, T]; ,(A”4--F)=H’2p2E(Q)); (3.48 ) 
E L,(O, T; H’(Q) = 5?(A’!‘)), (3.49) 
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while for SE &(O, T, L,(r)) we have 
N&t) E L2(0, T; H3’2(Q)). (3.50) 
Then (3.48), (3.49), (3.50) used in (3.47) establish both (3.26) as well as 
(3.32). 1 
3.2. Interpolation Results 
COROLLARY 3.3. (i) .4ssurne gE H’(0, T, L?(r)) as in (3.1). Then, for 
0<8<1, 
D:LgEL,(O, T; [H3,2P2”(Q), H”2PZE(R)]J 
=L2(0, T; H32--2E~B(SZ)=~(A3’4~E~H’2)) or (3Sla) 
Lge H’(0, T; H3’P’“-H(Q)). (3.51b) 
D;+‘Lg= 0; $%L2(0, T; [HI”--lE(Q), (H’:‘+‘“(Q))‘],) 
L2((), T; H”2-2”~“(52)=~(A”4~“~8’)), 
If 0<;-2E; (5.52a) 
= L,(O, T; (H@-‘2+2E(Q))‘= [g(A”:“-‘4+“)lt), 
lf 8a+-2&, (3.53a) 
or 
H’(0, T; H’.““-“(Q)), if 8<;-2E; (3.52b) 
H’(O, T; (H”P’2+2”(Q))‘), if e3;-2&. (3.53b) 
(ii) Assumeg~H’(0, T; L?(r))nC([O, T]; H”P”2(Q) andg(O)=O 
as in (3.5). Then 
D;LgE L,(O, T; [H”+‘(Q), H”(Q)],) 
= Lz(O, T; H”‘1PH(s2)); or (3.54a) 
LgE H’(0, T; H”+‘PB(Q)). (3.54b) 
(iii) Assume gE H’(0, T; Lz(f)) and g(O)=0 as in (3.7). Then 
D:+“Lg= 0; $% L,(O, T; [H”(Q), H”-‘(Q)],) 
L,(O. T; H’-“(Q)), if oge0; (3.55a ) 
= Lz(O, T: (HHPx(Q))‘), if t6edi, (3.56a) 
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dLg H”(0, T; H”-‘(Q)), 
77 { 
if o<e<a; (3.55b) 
H’(0, T; (H’-‘(Q))‘), lj- r<O,<l. (356b) 
Specializing to 8=c(= LgE Hl+‘(O, r L2(Q)); or by (3.6) and (3.8) 
i 
H” + ‘(Q), under (3.5); a fortiori, if 
LgE ggff “- ‘, ‘(2’) and g(0) = 0; (3.57) 
H3;‘. 1 +,X(Q), under (3.7), by (3.8). (3.58) 
Proof: We apply the intermediate derivative Theorem [L-M.l, pp. 15, 
24, 841 to the results 8 = 0 and 0 = 1, respectively, of Theorem 3.1 after 
replacing C[O, T] with L,(O, T), along with standard interpolation results 
[L-M.l; Thm. 9.6, p. 43; Thm. 12.4, p. 73; Thm. 12.5, p. 761. l 
Remark 3.6. By interpolating between: (i) g E Ho(Z) a Lg E H*(Q) 
(Eq. (2.6) of Thm.2.0) and (ii) gEH2”-‘.‘(Z) with g(O)=OaLgE 
H”+ ‘(Q) (Eq. (3.57) of Corollary 3.3) we obtain, with 0 ,< 8 < f. so that 
C.R. g(0) = 0 is irrelevant, 
gEH (2a~‘Je.e(~),Lg~Ha+e(Q), e<: 
to be invoked in Section 8. 
COROLLARY 3.4. (i) Ifg~H’(0, T; L,(f)), then 
LgE C( [0, T]; H”‘-“‘+0~‘2’e(Q)), 0<6<1 (3.59) 
+([O, T]; Hz-l+‘(Q)) 
d2Lg 
I 
0<8<$-a. 
dt’~ L,(O, T; [G2(A’~‘“+e’;2)]‘) 
Moreover, 
LgEH U(l-e)+(3/2)e,a+e(Q), o<o<;-cr. 
(ii) Let 
g E He(O, T; L2(r)) n C( [0, T]; Hefa- l”)(r)), o<e<+t. 
Then 
LgEC([O, T]; H”+e(Q)). 
(3.60) 
(3.61 
(3.62 1 
(3.63) 
(3.64) 
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(f C is replaced by L2 in (3.63), then C is replaced bjl L, in (3.64). Moreooer, 
LgM”+@(Q). (3.65 ) 
The restriction in tI < i - CI is removed, and the results hold also for 
t - M < 0 < 1, procided in addition g(0) = 0. 
Prooj: Let first 0 < 0 d i. We interpolate [L-M.l, II, p. 7; and I, p. 951 
between (see Theorems 2.0 and 2.1) (2 - c( < $), 
gE Lz(Z) = H’(O, T; L,(T)) 
f 
LgE CCC& Tl; ff’(Q)), LgEff’.‘(Q), 
d2Lg 
dt’~ L,(O, T; (H’-“(Q))‘= [9(A’p2.2)]‘), 
and (see (3.7)-(3.10) and (3.57)). 
gE H’(0, r; L,(O) 
g(O)=0 I 
f 
Lg E C( [0, T]; H3,‘(Q)); LgEH3’2.1+X(Q), 
dLg FE C(CO, Z-1; H”(Q)), 
(3.66) 
(3.67) 
d2Lg 
-pC([O, T]; H”-‘(Q))= [9(A”~‘“)]‘), (O<l-a<+) 
and obtain (since for 0 < 6’d 4 the C.R. g(0) = 0 is irrelevant) (3.59)-(3.62 j 
for 0 < 6’ d $. Similarly, one obtains (3.64), (3.65), recalling Theorem 3.1 (ii), 
Eqs. (3.5), (3.6). 
We next prove (3.59)-(3.61), also for i < fI < 1. 
(3.59): By (3.13), with geH’(O, T; L,(f)), we have 
(-h)(t) = b%)(t) - C(t) J%(O), 
where the operator E is defined by 
(3.68) 
(&)(t)=Ng(t)-1; C(t-T)N&f(T)dT. (3.69 ) 
Let now g E H’(O, T; L,(f)) for i < 8 < 1, so that, by Sobolev imbedding 
theorem, g(0) is well defined in L?(f). Since (zg)(t) coincides with (Lg)(t) 
(3.67a ) that 
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for g(0) = 0, we deduce by interpolation between (3.66a) and 
L’ can be extended in the sense that 
geH’(O, T; L~(~))~_~~~EH”‘~~‘+‘~~~‘~.~+“(Q) 
;<e6i j . ~~gd([O, T]; H”“-e1+‘3.2Je(Q)). (3.70) 
Also, Ng(0) E H”‘(Q) c g(A3’qPE) by (1.8), (1.9) E > 0, since g(0) E L.?(r). 
Thus, for any O-C&<:, by (l.l3b), 
C(r)Ng(0)~C([0, T]; 62(A3’Jpc))~C([0, T]; H’2p2”(Q)). (3.71) 
Now, with $ < 0 < 1 given (fixed), we select E such that 
0!(i-d)+;8={-2E 
I 
1-e 
i.e.,weselect E: O<E=($---IX) 2 ( >I , (3.72) 
and from (3.71), (3.72), we obtain 
:<e<i, 
gE H”(0, T; L2(f)) + C(t) Ng(O)E C([O, T]; H2(‘pH’+‘3 “‘“(a)). (3.73) 
Thus, (3.70) and (3.73), along with (3.68), give (3.59) also for 4 < 0 < 1. 
(3.60): Similarly from (3.68), via (l.l3a), 
(t)=‘wt) J@(O)+ (3.74) 
and dL/dt coincides with dL/dt for g(0) = 0. By interpolation between 
(3.66) and (3.67), we see that dEJdt can be extended in the sense that 
+<e<i, gEH'(O, T; L,(f))+C([O, T]; H”-‘+“(Q)), (3.75) 
Moreover, with g(O)E L?(r), by (1.9), (l.ll), and (1,13), 
AS(t) Ng(O)e C([O, T]; H”‘-‘“(Q)), E > 0. (3.76) 
Now, with 4~ 0 < 1 fixed, we select E such that CI - 1 + (3 = $ - 2.5, i.e., 
0~ 2s = t-x- 8, which imposes the restriction 8 <i-u. From 
(3.74)-(3.76), we obtain (3.60), 
dL 
,,gEC([O, T]; Hx-l+e(Q)), if $<k-cr. 
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(3.61): We have in this case from (3.74) 
and interpolating between 
;<e<1, 
(3.66) and (3.67), 
)-$ ge L,(O, T; [S(A’-(1+“)‘2)]‘). (3.78) 
(3.77) 
AC(r) Ng(O)E C([O, T]; [L&4""'")]'), E > 0. (3.79) 
Thus, now we select E such that 1 - (a + 8)/2 = $ + E, i.e., 4~ = 3 - 2cr - 
28 > 0, which again imposes the condition 8 < 2 - CL Conclusion (3.61) is 
also proved. 
(3.62): It remains to prove (3.62) also for i < 8 < i- CL In view of 
(3.68) and (3.70), (3.73), it remains to show that 
D:+“C(t)Ng(O)~D:+’ C(t) &Y(O) E L2(0, r; L,(Q)), 
i.e., 
C(t) &do) E ff’+%4 T; L,(Q)), (3.80) 
where we have set c( + 0 = 1 + r, with the restriction $ < 8 < i-a, so that 
r < i. But this is indeed true. In fact, by CF.31 or interpolation, we have 
(even more) that 
D: “C(t) WO) E C(CO, Tl; L,(Q)), g(O) E MU 
if and only if Ng(0) E S?(A” + r)‘2). (3.81) 
But in view of (1.8), we have that the condition at the right of (3.81) holds 
true since r < $ and so (1 + r)/2 < $. The claim is proved, and so is (3.62) 
in all cases. 
(3.64): Interpolating this time between the implication in (3.66a) and 
the implication (3.5) * (3.6), we obtain: lg E C( [0, T]; H”+‘(Q)) (*). 
Moreover, g(0) E H eta- W(r) + ~~(0)~ HW- l/2)+3/2(~) ,= ,.+fJ(,) = 
LZS(A@+‘)‘~), the latter equality requiring a + 0 < z by (1.9). In this case then 
C(t) Ng(O)E C([O, T]; H”“(Q)) (**) as well. The conclusion (3.64) 
follows then from (*), (**) used in (3.68). 
(3.65): We use the intermediate derivative theorem between (3.64), 
with C replaced by L,, and (3.60) to obtain, in particular, D;“Lge 
Lz(O, T; L,(Q)): this and (3.64) imply (3.65). 1 
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COROLLARY 3.5. (i) Assume 
gEH’+‘(O, T; L,(I-))nC([O, T]; H”p’~‘+e(f)); 
g(O) = 0 &or 0<8<$--z; 
g(0) = 0 .for +-adO< 1. 
Then 
LgEC([O, T]; Hx+‘+H(Q)). 
(ii ) Assume 
geH’+‘(o, T; L,(f))nC’([O, T]; H’p’~2(l-)); 
(3.82) 
(3.83) 
(3.84) 
Then 
(iii) Assume 
Then 
g(0) = 0. 
dLg dry C([O, T]; H’+“(Q)). 
gE H’+“(O, T; Lz(r)); 
g(O)=O, for O<fl<$-a; 
S(O) = 0, for 3-a<@< 1. 
d’Lg 
--p L,(O, T; H’-‘+‘(Q)). 
\ I 
(3.85) 
(3.86) 
(3.87) 
Proof: (i) By (3.37), if gE H’(O, T; L2(r)) and g(O)=O, we have 
(-Q)(r) = t%)(r) - s(t) WOL (3.88) 
(Gg)(t)=Ng(r)-A-‘(Lg)(r). (3.89) 
Thus, for S(O) = 0, Lg and Gg coincide. We next find the regularity of Gg. 
For g(O)=O, we have, upon integrating by parts, A ‘( Lg)( t) = 
A-‘dL&/dt=& C(t-~)lVg(~)d q where the last integral is well defined for 
gE H ‘(0, P, L?(r)), i.e., for 8 = 0, in which case the C.R. g(0) = 0 is irrele- 
vant. From here, via (2.7), we can extend A - ‘Lg in the sense that for 8 = 0, 
geH’(0, T; L2(T))+Gg-ZVg=A-’ $+([O, T]; Q(A”+““‘)). 
(3.90) 
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In the case 8 = 1, we get by (3.39) 
gEH2(0, r; L,(f))+/‘LgEC([O, T]; .(L4k+x~2)). (3.91) 
Interpolating between (3.90) and (3.91) we obtain (3.89) for 0 < 8 < 1: 
gEH ’ +“(O, T; t,(f)) 
-Gg-NgEC([O, T]; 5?(A”+“+H’2))cC([0, T]; H’+‘+“(Q)). 
(3.92) 
Moreover, by assumption (3.82) and elliptic theory (1.8b), 
gEC([O, T]; H”-“‘+8(r))~NgEC([0, T]; Ha+‘+“(Q)). (3.93) 
Thus, (3.92) and (3.93) yield for 0 d 8 6 1 
gEH’+“(O, T; LJr))nC([O, T]; HXp”2+H(f)) 
+ GgE C( [0, T]; H”+‘+H(Q)). (3.94) 
For 0 d 8 d 4, the C.R. g(O) = 0 is irrelevant and so, for this range of 8, G 
coincides with L when g(0) = 0 and (3.94) yields the desired conclusion 
(3.83) for Lg. For gE H’+‘(O, T; L,(T)), ice< 1, we have g(0) well 
defined in L,(f), and we examine directly the remaining term S(t) Ng(O) in 
(3.88). We have by (1.8a) and (l.l3a), 
S(~)N~(O)EC([O, T]; 5P(A5”p”))cC([0, T]; H5’p’“(Q)). (3.95) 
For $<r3<;---E, we select s>O so that 
cr+i+e=&2E (i.e., we select 2~=:-a-e>>)), (3.96) 
and then, by (3.96) used in (3.95) and by (3.94), we obtain (3.83) as 
desired, via (3.88 ). 
(ii) From (3.88), which holds for g(0) = 0, we obtain 
d(k)(f) d(Gg)(t) c(tj Ng(oj. -=-- 
dt dt 7 
d(%)(t) d(Li?)(t) -=/@(t)-‘L-’ ~ 
dt dt 
(3.97) 
(3.98) 
For 8 = 0, i.e., when the C.R. g(0) = 0 is irrelevant, we have by (3.9) 
gEH’(O, T; L,(f)), g(O)=O+%C([O, T]; H”(Q)). (3.99) 
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When 0= 1, we obtain via (3.98) and (2.12), 
gEH’(O, T; Lz(f))nC’(O, T; H’p1’2(1.))-$%C([0, T]; H”+‘(O)), 
g(0) = 0. (3.100) 
But dLg/dt and dGg/dt coincide for S(O) =0, by (3.97), and this C.R. is 
irrelevant for statement (3.99). Thus, by interpolating between (3.99) and 
(3.100), we obtain 
gEH’+‘(O, T; L,(fJ)nC’(O, T; H”p’!2(Z-)) dGg 
g(O)=0 
-tdtd([O, T]; H*+‘(B)) 
(3.101) 
Moreover, by (1.8a), (l.l3a), and (1.9) 
C(t)Ng(O)EC([O, T]; 9(A’“+“‘*)=HS+‘(Q)). (3.102) 
Thus, (3.101) and (3.102) used in (3.97) yield (3.84). 
(iii) From (3.97), which holds for g(O)=O, we obtain 
d’(k)(t) = d’(Gg)(t) + AS(t) Ng(o). 
dt’ dt2 
d2(T2)(t) = (Q)(t). 
(3.103) 
(3.104) 
For 0=0, where the C.R. g(O) =0 is irrelevant, we obtain from (3.7), 
(3.10), 
ge H’(O, T; L,(T)) d2Lg 
g(O) = 0 
+dr’NO, Tl; H”-‘(Q)). (3.105) 
For 0= 1, we obtain by (2.11), 
gE H*(O, T; L,(T)) d*Gg 
g(O) =o 
-----=LjeC([O, T]; H’(R)). 
dt2 
(3.106) 
But d’Lg/dt2 and d2Gg/dt’ coincide for g(0) = 0, and this C.R. is irrelevant 
in (3.105). Thus, by interpolating between (3.105) and (3.106) we obtain 
for 0<8< 1, 
gE H’+“(O, T; L,(T)) d2Gg 
g(O) = 0 
+r~C([O, T]; H”p’+B(Q)). (3.106,) 
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For 0 < 8 < &, the C.R. g(O) = 0 is irrelevant and in this range (3.106,) 
yields (3.87). For gEH’+‘(O, T; L,(T)) with :<8< 1, we have g(0) well 
defined in L,(T) and thus, by (1.8a), (l.l3a), (1.9), 
AS(~)N~(O)EC([O, T]; ,(,‘,‘~‘)=H”--ZE(~)). (3.107) 
Finally, for $ < 8 < 5 - cq we select E > 0 so that 
C(-1+0=4--E (i.e., we select .s=j-a-B>O), (3.108) 
and (3.108) used in (3.107), along with (3.106@) and (3.103), yields (3.87) 
as desired. The proof is complete. 1 
Remark 3.7. The following results also hold. 
(i) Assume 
Then 
gEH’+‘(O, T; L,(T))nC([O, T]; H’(r)); 
g(0) = 0. 
LgE C([O, T]; H”,““-B)+(~:~-?E)B(SZ)), 
(3.109) 
(3.110) 
(ii) Assume 
Then 
ge H’+‘(O, T; Lz(T)); g(0) = 0. (3.111) 
dLg xe C(CO, Tl; H 1(1-8)+13;2-‘&)H(52)); 
d2Lg 
y+d4 T; H Ior--L~Il~H~+~l:2~&18(52))~ (3.113) 
Proof: (3.110): We interpolate between implication (3.7) =S (3.8) and 
the implication in (3.24). 
(3.112): We interpolate between implication (3.7)=~ (3.9) and the 
implication in (3.25). 
(3.113): We interpolate between implication (3.7)+(3.10) and the 
implication in (3.26). 1 
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4. BOUNDARY REGULARITY OF THE MIXED PROBLEM (1.1) WITH~EO 
AND J~=~,=O: THE TRACE (RESTRICTION)~PERATOR R=N*A*L 
WITH DATUM g SMMOOTHER THAN L,(C) 
4.1. Main Results 
We begin with g E Hr. ‘(L) subject to the C.R. g(0) = 0. 
THEOREM 4.1. Assume that 
gE H’(Z) = L,(O, T; H’(f)) n H’(0, r; L,(T)); g(O)=O. (4.1) 
Then 
Lg It= RgE H”“(Z) = L,(O, T; H’“(f)) n H’“(O, T; L,(f)). (4.2 1 
Proof: (a) We first show the required time regularity, i.e., that 
Lg IZE H*YO, T; L,(O); 
or that by g(0) = 0: 
Lg, Iz=(Lg), 1.z~ H2”-L(0, T; L,(f)). (4.3) 
To this end, we introduce the new variable z=yl so that problem (1.1) 
with f = 0 and y0 = y, = 0 becomes (using part of assumption (4.1)) 
d2z 
s= -A(<, ali in Q; 
z I,=(J=z, It,o=O in Sz; (4.4b) 
dz 
zz = g, E L*(C) in Z. 
By Eq. (2.9), Thm. 2.0, we obtain z lz=y, IL= Lg, IZ~ H*‘-‘(C) which 
implies (4.3) a fortiori. 
(b) We next show the required space regularity, i.e., that for y solu- 
tion of problem (1.1) with f= 0, J’~ = )‘, = 0, and g as assumed, we have 
y Ix= Lg I~EL,(O, 2-i H’“(f)). (4.5) 
Step 1. To do so, we introduce a (time-independent) first-order 
differential operator B, 
B, =c hi(t) & with smooth coeffkients bi on 0, and such that 
i I 
B, is tangential to f; i.e., c b,\pi = 0 on f. (4.6 1 
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If we define a new variable MB = B, ~1, then proving (4.5) is equivalent to 
proving 
wI,=B,~I~EL,(O, T; Hz”-‘(i-)j. (4.7) 
We observe the following properties of the relevant commutators: 
B,( -A((, 2)) - (-A(& a)) B, = Rz, Rz second-order operator on C? 
with smooth coefficients in a; 
(4.8) 
’ dB,y 
c- ,=, a-yi 
v;=V(B,y).v=F, F first-order operator on Sz 
with smooth coefficients in Q; 
the normal v extended smoothly 
into the interior. (4.9) 
In terms of the new variable )v, problem ( 1.1) with f = 0, J’~ = )‘r = 0 
becomes 
a2w -g= -A(& d)w+ R,J’ in Q; 
in 52; (4.10b) 
(4.1Oc) 
which we rewrite as MY= ~1, + )t’* with 
M’ I,, = -A(& a) w1 + R, y in Q 1%’ 211 = -A((, a) iv2 in Q; 
(4.11a) 
11’1 Ir=o=wIr I,=()=0 in Sz; w2 l,=O=w2r JrcO=O in 52; 
(4.11b) 
aH’, -zz 
av z 
-0 
awl 
inZ 2 
av r 
=B,g+Fl’I, inZ. 
(4.11c) 
Step 2. We need a priori regularity of y. By the assumption (4.1) 
on g, we have that g satisfies a fortiori the regularity expressed by 
Eq. (3.11) (since 2cr - 1 < l), so that g satisfies (3.12) in Remark 3.1. Thus, 
Theorem 3.l(ii) applies under assumption (3.5) yielding (3.6), i.e., in our 
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case ~EC([O, T]; H”+‘(R)); hence by (4.8) and (4.9) via [L-M.l, 
Prop. 12.1, p. 851 
R,?,EC([O,T]; H”-‘(i2)); (4.12) 
EVE C( [O, T]; H”(Q)); thus FJ~I~EC([O, Z-1; H’-‘.2(f-)), (4.13) 
by standard trace theory since CI > i. Thus by (4.1) on g, (4.6) on B, and 
(4.13) we obtain 
boundary term in (4.11~) (right)= B, g+ Fy Iz~L2(Z). (4.14) 
Thus, Eq. (2.9), Thm. 2.0 applies to the ht,-problem in (4.11) and yields as 
desired 
‘i’2 I.z= CUB,g+Fg lz)l Ir~ff~“-‘V). (4.15) 
Srep 3. We recall Eq. (2.14,), Corollary 2.2 on the regularity of the 
operator L*, 
L*: [L2(Q), (H”(Q))‘],=(HB”(Q))‘~ [HP(C), Lz(Z)],= Hc’~e)8(Z) 
(4.16) 
continuously, which once specialized with 0 < 8 = (1 - a)/~( < 1 gives 
a fortiori; since 0 < 1 - c1< +, 
,*:H~“~“(Q)=(H’-*(Q))‘~H2” -l(Z) continuously, (4.17) 
since (1 -fI)/I=(2cc- l)@/a) with B/U> 1. Thus, from (4.12) and (4.17) 
IL” Iz= L*(R,y)e H”-‘(Z). (4.18) 
Then (4.15) and (4.18) give \I’ ]=E H’mp’(Z) which a fortiori gives (4.7) as 
desired. 1 
Next, we consider g E H’(C) subject to C.R. g(0) = g(0) = 0. 
THEOREM 4.2. Assume that 
ge H’(Z) = L,(O, T; H’(T)) n H’(O, T; L,(T)); g(0) = 0; g(0) = 0. 
(4.19) 
Then 
Lgl,=RgEH “+‘(Z)= L,(O, T; H’“+‘(f)), HZz+‘(O, r; L,(f)). 
(4.20) 
Proof. (It is similar, conceptually, to the preceding proof.) 
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(a) To show the required time regularity, i.e., 
Lg Iz~E21+‘(0. T; L?(f)); or (Lg),, IZE H’“- ‘(0, T; L,(Q), 
(4.21) 
by g(O) =g(O) = 0, we introduce now z = y,, so that (by using part of (4.19)), 
z,, = -A((, a)z in Qr (4.22a) 
z l,=0=-7[ Ir=o=O in 8; (4.22b) 
a z 
G, = g,, E L2(Z) 
in C. (4.22~) 
By Eq. (2.9), Thm. 2.0, we obtain now z I,‘= ~~~~ 1 z = (Lg),, jz E If’“- ‘(Z) 
which a fortiori yields (4.20). 
(b) We show the required space regularity, i.e., that for the solution 
y of problem ( 1.1) with f = 0, y0 = y, = 0, and g as assumed, we have 
I’ I== Lg IZE Lz(O, T; P”fl(f)). (4.23) 
Step 1. We introduce a (time-independent) second-order differen- 
tial operator B, 
with smooth coefficients b, on 0, 
and such that B, is tangential to r, 
i.e., without transversal derivative to f, 
when expressed in local coordinates. (4.24) 
If we define the new variable M’ = Bz y. in order to establish (4.23 ), we need 
to show that 
wJr=Bzylz~L2(0, T, Hz”-l(r)). (4.25) 
In the new variable II!, problem (1.1) with f=O, yO=~‘i =0 becomes 
g= -A((, d)w+ R,) in Q; (4.26a) 
M’ Ir=O=wl Ir=O=O in 52; (4.26b) 
in Z, (4.26~) 
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where R, and S, are the relevant commutators (which are the counterpart 
of (4.8) (4.9)) with the following properties: 
R, = third-order operator on Q, with smooth coefficients on a; (4.27) 
S, = second-order operator on Q, with smooth coefficients on a. (4.28) 
Step 2. We need a priori regularity of y. By the assumption (4.19) on 
g, we have that g satisfies a fortiori the regularity expressed by Eq. (3.33) 
(since 5(2a + 1) < 2, as CI < 1) so that g satisfies (3.34) of Remark 3.3. Thus, 
Theorem 3.2(ii) applies under assumption (3.27), yielding (3.28), i.e., in our 
case J’E C( [0, T]; H”+‘(Q)), hence by (4.27) (4.28) via [L-M.l, p. 851, 
R3y=C([0, T]; H”-‘(Q)), (4.29 ) 
S,YEC(CO, Tl; H”(Q)); hence S2y lzeC([O, T]; H’P’;Z(l-)), 
(4.30) 
by standard trace theory since c( > i. Thus, by (4.19) on g, (4.24) on Bz and 
(4.30), we obtain 
boundary term in (4.26~) = Bz g + S, y 1 z E L2(Z). (4.3 1) 
Thus, problem (4.26) with right hand side term R,y in (4.29) and bound- 
ary term in (4.31) is of the same type as problem (4.10) with right hand 
side in (4.12) and boundary term in (4.14). Thus, the proof of Step 3 in 
Theorem 4.1 gives MI 1 r E H 2z - ’ (Z) which a fortiori yields (4.25). 1 
4.2. Interpolation Results 
COROLLARY 4.3. We have with 0 < 0 < 1, 
g E H’(z) 
g(O)=0 
=N*L*Lg= Lg I=E HZZP’+‘(Z), (4.32) 
where the C.R. g(0) =0 is irrelevant if@< 4; 
ge H’+O(Z) 
g(O)=O, S(O)=0 
=s N*A*Lg= Lg Irk H’“+“(Z) (4.33 ) 
where the C.R. g(O) = 0 is irrelevant if 8 < f. 
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5. INTERIOR REGULARITY OF THE MIXED PROBLEM (1.1) WITH g=O AND 
yO=y,=O: THE OPERATOR K 
This section represents a quick analysis of the operator K and its time 
derivatives, defined by 
($f) w=j-; C(r-T).f(T)dT, (5.2) 
(t)=f(t)-A j; S(t-r)f(~)ds=f(t)-A(Kf)(t), (5.3) 
which gives the solution to problem (1.1) when g = 0, y0 = y, = 0. Some of 
the results collected in this section are invoked in Section 6 dealing with the 
regularity of the operator L* (= N*A*K, with K applied to the adjoint 
problem with initial data at t = T). 
More precisely, as to trace regularity, note that the operator 
N*A*K* = K* . Ir has the same regularity of the operator L* in (2.3) (by 
the time reversal of Eq. (1.1 )), which is the same as that of N*A*K = K. I=. 
THEOREM 5.1 
Kf E C( [0, T]; 52(A1’*) = H’(Q)); (5.4) 
Kf 
lff~L,(Q), #WI 
TE C(COT z-1; L*(Q)); (5.5) 
9~ C([O, T]; [9(A”‘)]‘). (5.6) 
Proof Use (l.ll), (1.14), and convolution theorem on (5.1)-(5.3. 1 
THEOREM 5.2. 
Kf E 'JCO, Tl; WA)); (5.7 
!f.feH'(O,T; L,(Q)), then 
%fe C([O, 7-l; g(A”‘)= H’(Q)); 
dt 
(5.8 
$fe C(CO, n L,(Q)). (5.9 
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Prooj Integration by parts on (5.1) gives 
(Kf)(t)=A-‘A 1: S(t-T)~(T)~T 
=A-‘f(r)-A~‘C(r)f(O)-A~’ Ji C(f--T)~‘(T)~T. (5.10) 
With f~ L,(Q), we have by convolution that the third term in (5.10) is in 
C([O, T]; 9(A)) and so are also the other two terms. From (5.7), one 
deduces (5.9) via (5.3). Then, (5.8) follows by interpolation or similar direct 
analysis. 1 
By interpolation [L-M.l; Thm. 14.2, p. 951, we obtain 
COROLLARY 5.3. 
Kf e C( [0, T]; 9(A(1+e’t2)); 
dKf 
Zf f E H’(O,T; L,(Q)), then XE C( [O, T]; 9(Aej2) = He(Q)); 
d2Kf 
Thus, by the intermediate derivative theorem 
D;Kf EL2(0, T; 9(A(‘+s-r’,‘2)), 
0; cf EL,(O, T; [9(A”-““‘)I’), O<r<l. 
A fortiori, Kf e H’+‘,‘+‘(Q). 
THEOREM 5.4. 
0-f E H'(O,T; L,(Q)) n C( [0, T]; H’(SZ) = B(A”*)), 
: 
Kf E C( [0, T]; 9(A3’l)); 
dKf E C(C0, Tl; WA)); then dt 
$f E C( [O, T]; 9(A”2)); $f E C([O, T]; L,(sZ)). 
(5.10) 
(5.11) 
(5.12) 
(5.13 
(5.14 ) 
(5.15) 
(5.16) 
(5.17) 
D;Kf ELz(O, r; 9(A’3p”‘2)); 0; %f~L2(0, T; 9(A’p”2)). (5.18) 
A fortiori, Kf e H 3. 3(Q). (5.19) 
Proof. Further integration by parts on (5.10) gives 
(Kf)(t)=A-‘f(t)-A-‘C(t)f(O)-A-‘S(r)j‘(O)-A-’(Kj)(t). (5.20) 
With TE&(Q), Theorem 5.1 gives A-‘K~E C( [0, T]; 9(A3’2)). By (1.14) 
with f(0)~ L,(Q), K’S(t) l(O) E C( [0, T]; Q(A3j2)) and the same holds 
true for the first two terms in (5.20), since f E C( [0, T]; S?(A”‘)). Thus, 
(5.15) is proved. As to (5.17), we have after double integration by parts on 
(5.3)), 
($f) w=fw[C(~--r)f(r) 
T=* 
I J 
- -’ C(t-r)j‘(r)dr 
r-0 -0 1 
= C(t) f(0) + j; C(r- T)j‘WdT 
=C(r) f(O)+S(t)f(O)+j; S(t-t)y(‘(r)ds. (5.21) 
By (1.14) and the assumption on J each term is plainly in 
C( [0, T]; GS(ALi2)). Equations (5.16) and (5.19) then follow via interpola- 
tion or similar direct analysis. 1 
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COROLLARY 5.5. 
rff l H’+‘(O,T; L,(O))nC([O, T]; 9(A”*)), 0<8<1, 
f 
Kf E C([O, T]; 9(A’+0.:2)); (5.22) 
E C([O, T]; 9?(A”+e’i2)); (5.23) 
C( [0, T]; 9(Ae;‘)). (5.24) 
By the intermediate derivative theorem for 0 < r < 1, 
D;Kf EL,(O, r; 9?(A’+(B-‘)‘2)); D;+‘K~EL,(O, T; 9(A(‘+epr’i2)); 
D ;+2Kf E L,(O, r; [9?(A”p8”2)]‘). (5.25) 
A fortiori Kf E H*+‘.‘+‘(Q). (5.26) 
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Proof: We rewrite (5.20) and (5.10) as 
(Kf)(t) = A -‘f(t) - A -‘C(r) f(0) - @f)(t); 
(Kf)(t)~A~‘S(t)j‘(O)+A~’ c,: .s(t-r)“y(r)rn 
(5.27) 
(5.28a) 
=A-’ s ’ C(t-T)~‘(T)~T. (5.28b) 0 
NOW, from (4.28a) [and similarly from (5.29b)], we see (via (1.14), 
f(O) E L,(Q) and convolution) that 
fe H’(O, T; L,(Q)) + Kf E C( [0, T]; g(A3’2)); (5.29) 
feH'(0, T; &(Q))+K~EC([O, T]; g(A)). (5.30) 
By interpolation [L-M.l; I, p. 951 between (5.29) and (5.30), we obtain for 
ode<1 
f~H’+‘(o, T; L,(Q))+Kfd([O, T]; Q(A’+“*)). (5.31) 
Now for f E C( [0, T]; g(Ae *)), we get 
A-‘f(t)EC([O, T]; g(A’+“‘)); A-‘C(t) f(O)EC([O, T]; Q(A’+‘;*)). 
(5.32) 
Returning to (5.27), we see via (5.31), (5.32) that (5.22) holds. Similarly, 
for d2K/df2, looking at (5.21): 
d2K 
xf= -W)f(O)+A(R)(t). (5.33) 
By (5.31) then, for O<B< 1, 
.f~ H’ + ‘(0, T; L,(Q)) -+ AKf E C( [0, T]; g(A@*)), (5.34) 
while directly from the assumption that f(0) E g(A@*)), we have 
c(t)f(o)~C([O, Z-1; 9( Aot2)) (5.35) 
Now, (5.33)-(5.35) yields (5.24). Similar analysis or interpolation gives the 
other results. 1 
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6. BOUNDARY REGULARITY OF THE TRANSPOSE PROBLEM WITH g=O AND 
yO=y,=O: THE OPERATOR L* WITH DATUM~ SMOOTHER THAN Lz(Q) 
In this section we return to the transpose problem 
4,,= --A*(& 3)4 +f in (0, r] x Sz = Q; (6.la) 
4 lr=T.=dr Ir=i-=o in Sz; (6.lb) 
in (0, T] x r=Z, 
which defines the map L*: f + cj II; see (2.5). The results of the present 
section apply also the map f+N*A*Kf=y I= with yO=~,=O, g=O in 
(1.1). 
6.1. Main Results 
We start with f~ H’(Q). 
THEOREM 6.1. Assume that 
.j-~ H’(Q) = L,(O, T; H’(Q)) n H’(0, r; L,(Q)); f(t) = 0. (6.2 1 
Then 
q5 II= L*f~ff~+‘(Z)= L,(O, T; Hpf'(T))n HBf'(O, T; L,(f)). (6.3) 
Proof: (a) To show the required time regularity, i.e., sincef(t) = 0 
t+d I=.= L*fEZfp+‘(O T L,(f)); 7 9 or 4, Ir = L% E mo, r; L,(O), 
(6.4) 
we set z = 4,. Thus, in the new variable z, problem (6.1) becomes 
;r, = -A*(t, 8)~ +f,; (6Sa) 
I lrcT=Z, Ircr=O; (6.5b) 
(6.5~) 
where fi E L*(Q) (by using part of (6.2)). Then Eq. (2.10), Thm. 2.0 applies 
to problem (6.5) and produces z Ir = $, Iz E HP(C) which a fortiori implies 
(6.4). 
(b) We next show the required space regularity, i.e., that 
q5 It= L*f E L,(O T Hflf’(f)). 2 , (6.6) 
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Step I. To do so, we introduce a (time-independent) first-order 
differential operator B,, tangential to r, with smooth coefficients in a, as 
described in (4.6). If we define a new variable MI= B,& then proving (6.6) 
is equivalent to proving 
It’ Ir=B,(d IzEL,(O, T; H”(r)). (6.7) 
In terms of the new variable NV, problem (6.1) becomes 
M’,, = -A*(& d)w+R*(b+B,f in Q; (68a) 
w: II= r= N’, I,= .=o in 0; (6.8b) 
in Z, (6.8c) 
where the relevant commutators (see (4.8), (4.9)) 
B,( -A*(& 8)) - (--A*(<, a)) B, = Rz, 
R, second-order operator in Sz with smooth coefftcients in a. (6.9) 
V(B,y).v=F, F first-order operator in Sz with smooth coefficients 
in 8; the normal 1’ extended smoothly into the interior. 
(6.10) 
With bi! = bt’r + ran, we split problem (6.8) into two problems. 
11’ Ill = -A*(<, a) w, + R,qb+B,f in Q bozI1= -A*(<, 8) up2 in Q; 
(6.11a) 
w, l,=T.=W,, IrzT=O inSZ; u12 Ir=T=rt’Zt I,=T=O in !S; 
(6.1 lb) 
dw, -= 
Lb t 
-0 
awl 
inC 2 
av =Fd Ir 
(6.11~) 
Step 2. We need a priori regularity of 4. By (part of) the assump- 
tion (6.2) on f, we can appeal to Theorem 5.2, as applied to the adjoint 
problem, and obtain that 4 E C( [0, T]; g(A*)) c C( [0, T]; H*(a)). Thus, 
by (6.9) and (6.10), we obtain via [L-M.l, Prop. 12.1, p. 851 that 
R24~ C(CO, Tl; b(Q)); (6.12) 
F4 E C(C0, Tl; ff’(Q)); hence f-4 l,z~ CCC& Tl; ff”*(O) (6.13) 
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by standard trace theory. Thus, using (6.2) on f, and (6.12) we obtain, 
since B, is a first-order (in space) operator 
right-hand side term in (6.1 la), left = R2d + f?,fE L,(Q). (6.14) 
By virtue of (6.14), we can then apply Eq. (2.10), Thm. 2.0 to the 
NV,-problem in (6.11) (left) and conclude, as desired, that 
IV, I==L*(R,~+B,f)EH”(~). (6.15) 
Step 3. We shall show that u fortiori (/? + 1 - 2cr > 0) 
D;+‘pZIFqS IzeL,(O, r; L2(r)), (6.16) 
which, combined with F4 Izc C([O, r]; H”‘(r))cL,(O, r; HB+‘p20(f)) 
from (6.13), i > fl+ 1 - 2c(, implies then a fortiori 
Fq4 I=E HS+‘p”m (Z)-L2(0, T; H8+‘-22(l-))n HP+‘p2a(0, r; L,(T)). 
(6.17) 
We prove (6.16). To this end, we invoke Corollary 5.3, Eq. (5.13) (as 
applied to the adjoint problem (6.1), i.e., with A replaced by A*). in the 
special case where b - 2u + i < 8 < 1 (in view of assumption (6.2)) and 
where O<r=fl+ 1-2~~ 1. We obtain 
D:~EL,(O, r; .(A*“+epr”2))cL2(0, r; H’+opr(Q)). (6.18) 
From here, using that F is first order (in space), we obtain 
FD:qS=D;Fq5= Df+‘-2aFqkLz(0, T; Hepr(Q)), (6.19) 
from which (6.16) follows by standard trace theory since 8-r> 4, in our 
case. 
Step 4. The above step has established (6.17). Thus we can invoke 
the interpolation result of Corollary 4.3, Eq. (4.32) with 8 = p + 1 - 2~ < t, 
gE HP+‘-‘“(Z) + Lg I== Rge HP(Z) (6.20) 
continuously, to obtain, when applied to the \vz-problem (6.11) (right) with 
boundary term as in (6.17) that 
b”2 I,r= CL(Fd lz)l I.z~ff’(W. (6.21) 
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Thus, (6.15) and (6.21) together prove 
(6.22) 
for problem (6.8) which afortiori establishes (6.7). 1 
We next take fe H2(Q). 
THEOREM 6.2. Assume that 
f~ H’(Q) = L,(O, T; H’(Q)) n H’(0, r; L,(Q)); (6.23) 
qh IL= L*f eHB+‘(Z)= L,(O T HB+2(f))nHB+2(0, T; L,(f)). 3 7 (6.24) 
ProojY (a) As usual, the time regularity is handled by setting z = d,,, 
whereby the z-problem is homogeneous in the initial conditions, as well as 
in the Neumann boundary conditions, but has right hand side f,( E L,(Q). 
Then, Theorem 2.0, Eq. (2.10) yields since f (t) =f( t) = 0 
z I z = qd,, Iz = L*f,, E fvZ’; (6.25a) 
a fortiori 
4 lZ~HB+2(0, T; LAf)). (6.25b) 
(b) We next show the required space regularity 
d 1.x= L*f l L,(O, T; HP+‘(f)). (6.26) 
Step 1. We introduce a (time-dependent) second-order differential 
operator B,, tangential to f, as described in (4.24). If we define a new 
variable \V = B,qS, then proving (6.26) is equivalent to proving 
M’ IL= B,4 IKE LAO, r; HP(f)). (6.27) 
In terms of the new variable M’, problem (6.1) becomes 
M’,, = -A*(& 8)~ + R3qd + B, f in Q; (6.28a) 
w I,=O=lt’, Irco=O in L2; (6.28b) 
in L, (6.28~) 
with R, and S,, respectively, third-order and second-order operators in X2, 
with smooth coefficients in B as in (4.27), (4.28). 
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Step 2. We need a priori regularity of 4. From the assumption 
(6.23) on f: f~L~(0, T; H’(Q)), f,,eLJO, T; L?(Q)), it follows via 
[L-M.l, Thm. 3.1 with nz=2, j=O; p. 191 that 
fe C([O, T]; [Hz(Q), L~(Q)l,,~) = C([O, Tl; H3,2(Q)). (6.29) 
Thus we can invoke Theorem 5.4, Eq. (5.15) (as applied to the adjoint 
problem (6.1), i.e., with A replaced by A *) and obtain 
f$E C([O, T]; 9(A*3 2)) c C( [O, T]; H3(Q)). (6.30) 
Therefore, since R, and S, are third order and second order in space 
R34~ C(CO, 7-I; UQ)) (6.31) 
S24E C(CO, u; ff’(Q)), hence 
S2qb llJ~C([O, T]; H"(f-))cC([O, T]; HB+'-"(f)) (6.32) 
by trace theory and 4 > /I + 1 - 2tx Then, (6.31) along with the assumption 
(6.23) on f and B, being second order (in space) yields 
right hand side term in (6.28a) = R34 + B2fe L,(Q). (6.33) 
Step 3. We shall show that a fortiori 
DB+'-2CrS2qb Ir~L2(0, T; L>(T)). I (6.34) 
This, combined with the space regularity in (6.32) (right), then yields 
a fortiori 
S,d (z~HB+'-21(Z)=L2(0, T; HB+'-2m(l-))n HB+'p2x(0, T; &(f)). 
(6.35) 
We prove (6.34). To this end, we invoke Corollary 5.5 with 
B - 2~ + : < Q < 1 (which was already shown in (6.29) to be legal, as a 
consequence of assumption (6.23) on f ), Eq. (5.25) (left) with 0 <r = /I + 
1-2~ < 1 (as applied to the adjoint problem (6.1), i.e., with A replaced by 
A*) to get 
D;~~EL(O, T; B(A*'+"~",2'))cL,(0, T; H'+"-'(Q)). (6.36 
From here, using that S, is second order (in space), we obtain 
S, D:4h = D;Qh = D f+'-2aS2qkL2(0, T; Hop'(Q)), (6.37) 
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from which (6.34) follows by standard trace theory (0 - r > f). Thus 
(6.35) holds true. Hence, problem (6.28) with boundary term S,@ 1 z E 
HP+‘pZa(Z), as in (6.35) and right hand side term R,d+ BZf~LZ(Q) as 
in (6.33) is of the same type as problem (6.8) with L,(Q)-right hand side 
in (6.14) and H P+ ’ P”“(.Z)-boundary term as in (6.17). Thus, as in the 
conclusion of the proof of Theorem 6.1, one obtains likewise w IZe H”(Z) 
(see (6.22)), which a fortiori proves (6.27). 1 
6.2. Interpolation Results 
COROLLARY 6.3. Let 0 d 0 < 1. Then, continuousl)) 
f~ H@(Q) + L*f E H”+‘(Z) 
fe H’+‘(Q)+ L*f E HP+‘+‘(Z), 
(6.38) 
(6.39) 
7. BOUNDARY REGULARITY OF THE INITIAL VALUE, TRANSPOSED PROBLEM: 
THE OPERATORS N*A*S*(t) AND N*A*C*(t) 
WITH DATA SMMOOTHER THAN L,(Q) 
In this section we return to the homogeneous transposed I//-problem 
(2.36). In Corollary 2.5 we have given a trace regularity result {$,,, $r} + 
$ I,+quivalently expressed in terms of regularity of the operators 
N*A*S*(t) and N*A*C*(ttwhich is equivalent to the regularity 
property L*: continuous Lz(O, T; (H”(Q)‘) + L,(Z). The latter result is, in 
turn, equivalent to L: continuous L?(Z) + LJO, T; H”(Q)), a result con- 
tained in Theorem 2.0, Eq. (2.6). However, in Theorem 2.0 we have also 
provided the independent regularity result L*: continuous L?(Q) + HP(C), 
see Eq. (2.10), and further results L*: continuous Hi(Q) -+ Hp+j, i= 1, 2, . . 
were given in Section 6. In this section we then use these additional results 
on L* to obtain additional results on iV*A*S*(t) and N*A*C*(t), i.e., on 
the map I$,,, $,} -+ II/ II. These are independent trace results which can- 
not be obtained by interior results plus use of standard trace theory; see 
Remark 2.3. The proofs here follow the format of the proof of Theorem 2.3 
and thus will only be sketched. 
7.1. Main Results 
THEOREM 7.1. We he 
N*A*S*(t): continuous L,(Q) + HP(E); (7.1) 
N*A*C*(t): continuous L@(A*“‘) = H’(G) -+ HP(Z), (7.2) 
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or, equivalently, nlith reference to the $-problem (2.36). 
(tj0, *,} + $ I=: continuous H’(Q) x L?(Q) + HB(C). (7.3) 
A similar result holds for the y-problem ( 1.1) Gth f = g = 0. 
Proof It is crucially based on L*: continuous L,(Q) + HB(C), 
Eq. (2.10) of Theorem 2.0 and otherwise proceeds as the proof of 
Theorem 2.3. 
(7.1): We evaluate L* on the special element T(T) = C*(t)x~ L,(Q), 
XE L,(Q), to obtain (recall the computations in (2.22) based on identity 
(2.19)): 
(L*T)(t)=N*.4* “ S*(z-t) C*(r)x= -;N*[C*(2T-t)x-C*(t)x] 
, 
- f( Z-- t) N*A*s*(r)x~ HP(Z). (7.4) 
Since, with XE Lz(a) we have a fortiori (from (1.13)), 
A*-‘C*(t)x~ H’(Q) (7.5) 
standard trace theory [L-M, Vol. II, p. 93 gives by (1.12) and (7.5), 
Claim. For .Y E LJSZ), 
N*C*(r)x=N*A*A*-’ C*(t)x= [A*-‘C*(~)~],EH~‘~(Z)~H~(Z). 
(7.6) 
(7.6): We take now the special element J(r)=S*(r).x~ L,(Q), 
SE [9?(A*L’2 )]‘=(H’(Q))‘. Then (see computations in (2.25) based on 
identity (2.2 1)) 
(L*&(t) = N*A* I’ S*(T - t) Sag ds = -fN*[S*(2T- t) - S*(t)x] 
, 
- f( T- t) N*C*(r)x E HQ-). (7.7) 
NOW, with A*-“‘xEL~(O), or .xe(H’(SZ))‘, we have (via (1.13)), 
A*-‘S*(t)xEH’(Q), (7.8) 
and trace theory as above gives, via (1.12) and (7.8), the following 
Claim. For .YE (H’(Q))‘= [5?(A”2)]‘. 
N*S*(t)x=N*A*A*-‘S*(t)x= [A*-‘S*(~),~],EH~;~(,Z)~H~~(Z). 
(7.9) 
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Then (7.9) used in (7.7) yields N*C*( t)x E HP(C) as usual (continuously in 
x E [9?( A ‘!‘)I’), hence 
N*A*‘;‘C*(t): continuous LJSr) + HP(L), 
which is equivalent to (7.2). m 
(7.10) 
THEOREM 7.2. We have 
N*A*S*(t): continuous Gt?(A*“‘)= H’(Q) -+ H”‘l(C); (7.11) 
N*A*C*(t): continuous qA*) + H”+‘(C), (7.12) 
or, equivalently, with reference to the $-problem (2.36), 
{I),, I/I,} -I) It: continuous ~(A*)x~(A*“~)+H~+‘(Z). (7.13) 
A similar result holds true for the y-problem ( 1.1) with f = g = 0. 
ProoJ We apply this time Theorem 6.1 on L*: continuous H’(Q) + 
Z-Z”+‘(C) with C.R. as in (6.2) and proceed as in Theorem 7.1 with the 
selectjon of the special elementsy(s) = C*(T)X( T- T) E H’(Q), x E 9(A*‘12); 
and y(t) = S*(r)x( T- t), x E L,(a), to satisfy the CR. We need 
A*+‘c*(t)x~ H3(Q), hence 
lV*C*(t)x~ H5’2(Z)~ H”+‘(Z), XE~(A*“‘), (7.14) 
in the first case, and in the second case 
A*-‘Sexy H3(Q), hence 
iV*S*(t)x~ H”*(C)c HBcL(Z), x E L2(J2). (7.15) 
Then (7.14) is used on the right hand side of (7.4), which this time belongs 
to HP”(C), and one then obtains (7.11) in the usual way. Similarly, (7.15) 
is used in the right hand side of (7.7), which this time belongs to HB+ ‘(C), 
and one then obtains N*c*(t)x~ H B + ‘(C), x E L,(Q), which is equivalent 
to (7.12). 1 
THEOREM 7.3. We have 
N*A*S*(t): continuous 9(A*) + HB”(Z), (7.16) 
N*A*C*(t): continuous 9(A*3’2) + HB+‘(C), (7.17) 
or, equivalently, with reference to the $-problem (2.36), 
{$,, I,!I~} +$ I=: continuous 9(A *3’2) x 9(A*) -+ HP+‘(Z). (7.18) 
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Proof: Similar to the ones above, this time using L*: continuous 
H”(Q) + HP’2(C) from Theorem 6.2 and C.R. as in (6.23). 1 
7.2. Interpolation Results 
COROLLARY 7.4. We haoefor 0<8< 1: 
N*A*S*(t): continuous S?(F!*“‘~) + HP+“(z); (7.19) 
: continuous G?(A*“+ I’,‘) + Hfi+ i+e(Z); (7.20) 
N*A*C*(t): continuous 9(,4*‘“+“‘“) + H”+“(Z); (7.21) 
: continuous 9(A*‘+‘e”2)+Ho+‘+e(Z). (7.22) 
Proof: We interpolate between (7.1) and (7.11) to get (7.19), between 
(7.11) and (7.16) to get (7.20) between (7.2) and (7.16) to get (7.21), and 
between (7.16) and (7.17) to get (7.22). 1 
8. REGULARITY RESULTS WITH DATA LESS REGULAR 
THAN L,: TRANSPOSITION 
In this section we collect some results with data less regular than L, 
which, essentially, can be obtained by transposition over results of the 
preceding sections. Only a sample of such results are given, and others can 
be obtained in a similar way. 
THEOREM 8.1 (Regularity of L). Let 06 8 d 1. Then, continuously, 
gE [HB+H(L’FJ’+ LgE [H”(Q)]‘; (8.1) 
gECH “+‘+“(L)]‘+ LgE [H’+“(Q)]‘, (8.2) 
with dualities with respect to L,(Z) and L,(Q). In particular, if 8’ satisfies 
/3<e’GB+j, then (8.1) with fl,=/l+e specializes to 
gtz [H”‘(Z)]‘+ Lge HD-(Q). (8.3) 
Proof: Statements (8.1) and (8.2) on L follow by transposition on 
statements (6.38) and (6.39) of Corollary 6.3 on L*, respectively. 1 
THEOREM 8.2 (Regularity of L*). Let 0 d 8 6 1. Then continuously, 
(i) for o<eg 1, 
.fe CH U”-e’+‘3~2’H~z+o(Q)]‘+L*f E [He@, r; L2(f))]‘; (8.4) 
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(ii) for 0<13<$, 
j-e [H”+‘(Q)]‘- L*f E [H”“-“O,H(Z)]‘. (8.5) 
In particular, selecting 9 = 1 - 2 < +, (8.5) specializes to 
fe Cff’(Q)l’ + L*.~E Cff 12x~~1~fl~~,.I-z(~)]r~ [Hl~2.1LZ(Z.)]’ 
= H*-‘(z). (8.6) 
Proof. (i) Statement (8.4) on L* follows by transposition on the state- 
ment of Corollary 3.4(i) (see (3.62)) on L. 
(ii) Statement (8.5) on L* follows by transposition on the statement 
of Remark 3.6 below (3.58). The final step in (8.6) uses 1 - cx < +. 1 
We recall that Theorems 7.1 and 7.2 in Section 7 were crucially based on 
the regularity of L*: L,(Q) + H”(Z) and H’(Q) + HB+ ‘(Z), respectively. 
In Theorem 8.3 above, we have obtained new regularity results for L*: in 
particular, using (8.6), we shall obtain 
THEOREM 8.3. We have 
N*A*S*(t): continuous [TS?(A*‘,‘)]‘= [H’(Q)]‘+ H”-‘(Z); (8.7) 
N*A*C*(t): continuous L?(n) -+ H”-‘(Z), (8.8) 
or, equivalently, with reference to the $-problem (2.36), 
($0, $I) + Ic/ I,‘: continuous L2(sZ)x [H’(sZ)]‘+ H”-‘(Z). (8.9) 
A similar result holds true for the Iv-problem ( 1.1) ,iith f = g = 0. 
Proof. The proof is conceptually the same as the ones in Section 7, 
except that it now uses (8.6): L* continuous [H’(Q)]‘+ H”-‘(Z). More 
specifically, to prove (8.8), we use identity (7.4) with, now, x E [5@(A*‘,2)]’ = 
[H’(C?)]‘, so that Y(T)= C*(T).XE [H’(Q)]’ (i.e., jl (C*(T)& h(T))yz,O, dr 
well defined for all h E H’(Q)). To prove (8.8) we use identity (7.7) 
with, now, XE [g(A*)]‘, so that ~(T)=S*(T).YE [H’(Q)]‘. Details are 
omitted. 1 
THEOREM 8.4 (Regularity of N*A* L = L. It), we have 
gEIH’(Z)]‘+N*A*Lg=LglzEIY,(Z)]‘, 8.10) 
where, with duality with respect to L,(Z), we have set 
Y,(Z)= {heH2”-“(Z): h(O)=O}. (8.11) 
Proof: By (4.32) of Corollary 4.3 with 0 = 2( 1 - CI) and (8.11), we have 
ge Y,(Z)+ N*A*Lg= Lg I=.E H’(Z). (8.12) 
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Thus 
(8.13) (N*A*L)*: continuous [H’(Z)]’ --) [ Y,(,Z)]‘. 
But, at least when A = A*, by (2.3) we have that 
((N*A*L)* g)(t)=N*A.4 i’ S(r-s)Ng(z)dr, 
T 
has the same regularity (by time reversal) of 
(N*A*Lgj-(t)=N*.4*A ~+r)Ng(r)dr, 
and the conclusion then follows via (8.13) in this case. In the general case, 
.4 and A* have the same principal part; see (1.0) with u,~ = aji. 1 
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